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ABSTRACT 

A cosmic ray magnetic particle spectrometer utilizing wire 

spark chambers and a superconducting magnet for momentum determination 

and scinti11ators for charge and velocity determination has been oper-

ated on top of Mt. Lemmon near Tucson, Arizona at an atmospheric depth 

2 of 747 g/cm. Twenty weeks of data were taken and the proton energy 

spectrum in the momentum range of 0.6 to 2.4 GeV/c has been determined. 

Antiproton events were observed and a pip ratio of 1.5(+1.85,-0.95) 

-3 x 10 at a momentum of 1.05 GeV/c was measured. Deuteron intensities 

and alpha particle upper limits for this energy region are also 

presented. 

x 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

High energy cosmic rays have long been used as a source of 

energetic particles for the investigation of the properties of elemen

tary particles. Until the advent of particle accelerators with their 

substantially higher fluxes and precisely known energies, cosmic rays 

were in fact the only available source of energetic particles. A large 

fraction of the known long lived elementary particles have thus first 

been seen among the secondary particles produced by the interaction 

of cosmic rays with matter. Today, as the available center of mass 

energies of accelerators continues to rise, utilization of cosmic rays 

for this purpose has declined. However, cosmic rays still retain some 

impressive advantages for the search for new massive states of matter. 

The primary cosmic ray energy spectrum extends many orders of magnitude 

beyond that available at accelerators, up to 1020 eV, and is presently 

the only source of such energetic particles. Intensities at these 

energies are extremely low, but such high energies do provide hope of 

being able to produce new high mass particles and to demonstrate unex

pected new physical processes in their interactions with matter. 

The possibility also exists that whatever unknown mechanisms 

are able to produce particles with these extreme high energies may 

themselves produce new states of matter which may be long lived and 

thus exist in the primary cosmic ray spectrum as seen in the solar 
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neighborhood. Further, the composition of cosmic rays above 1014 eV is 

presently not well known mainly due to the difficulty of observing such 

low intensities, but evidence exists that there is a significant abun

dance of heavy nuclei (Sood, 1983). It is also quite possible that any 

new massive particles in cosmic rays will upon interaction with the 

atmosphere produce secondary particles with similar exotic properties. 

Thus, massive particle searches among cosmic ray primary and secondary 

particles may produce fruitful results. 

Further, even if no new massive particles exist in either the 

primary cosmic rays or are produced in the secondaries, study of the 

spectra of cosmic ray particles should give considerable insight into 

the mechanisms of particle acceleration at cosmic ray sources where 

matter under very extrenle physical conditions exist. Finally, study of 

the particles in cosmic ray primary and secondary spectra will provide 

information on the propagation of highly energetic particles through 

interstellar matter and through the earth's atmosphere. 

The theoretical justification for the existence of new hypo

thetical particles in cosmic ray primaries and secondaries has a wide 

and varied foundation. Supergravity produces naturally a color-sextet 

quark which would be unable to decay to any of the three color quarks 

2 

and thus might form heretofore undiscovered stable particles (Gel I-Mann, 

1978). Other authors (Wilczek and Zee, 1977; Karl, 1976; Cahn, 1978; Ma, 

1978; Fritzsh, 1978; Ng and Tye, 1978) have suggested the possibility of 

other new, heavy, stable quarks. Dover, Gaisser, and Steigman (1979) 

have discussed the cosmological consequences of the existence of these 

quarks and suggest that they may be numerous enough to detect with 



present day technology. The recent announcement (Cabrera, 1982) of a 

possible magnetic monopole candidate also provides motivation to look 

for new massive particles. 

.3 

Finally, supersymrnetry (Ellis, 1983), the grand unification of 

all the forces, predicts the existence of a whole new group of particles 

some of which have low enough mass to be seen in cosmic rays. Any of 

these new particles roay be created in an astrophysical environment where 

the conditions of large collision rates, high energies, and large amounts 

of time are quite different from those found in accelerator produced 

interactions. 

Another area of great interest in cosmic ray physics is that of 

the propagation of cosmic ray primaries through interstellar and inter

galactic matter. Recent measurements (Buffington, Schindler, and Penny

packer, 1981; Golden et al., 1979; Bogomo1ov et al., 1979) have found 

anomalously high amounts of antiprotons in the primary cosmic ray spec~ 

trum: far too many to be accounted for by the present theories on anti

proton production from the interactions of the primary cosmic ray flux 

with interstellar matter. Many authors (Stephens, 1981; Protheroe, 1982; 

Tan and Ng, 1983; Gaisser and Mayer, 1983; Szabelski, Wdowczyk, and Wolf

endale, 1981; Kiraly et al., 1981) have advanced new possible primary 

antiproton sources to obtain enough antiprotons to explain these measure

ments. An unambiguous measurement of the flux of antiprotons at mountain 

altitude where all antiprotons found would be those produced by the inter

actions of the primary cosmic ray particles with the atmosphere would 

help greatly in determining whether the excess antiprotons found in the 

primary measurements were produced in interactions with the instellar 



matter or were actually created in some unknown galactic or extragalac

tic source. 

4 

An experiment which would attempt to measure the antiproton 

flux and perform a search for charged particles of abnormal mass must be 

able to sort particles by their masses. Most previous mass sensitive 

particle search experiments (Ashton. Edwards. and Kelly, 1969; Galper 

et al., 19'71; Yock, 1971) at sea level have used range and energy loss 

techniques to determine particle energy and mass. These experiments 

therefore have suffered the inherent problem of ambiguous mass resolu

tion for strongly interacting particles. 

An alternative method of particle mass separation is to deter

mine the momentum of each event by measuring its trajectory in a magnetic 

field and its velocity by a time-of-flight measurement. Such magnetic 

particle mass spectrometers have the advantage of low mass in the parti

cle path and thus enjoy high mass resolution for strongly interacting 

particles. A program of experiments of this type was initiated by the 

High Energy PhYSics Group at The University of Arizona beginning in 1973 

using sophisticated accelerator techniques and equipment used by the 

group in its accelerator experiments. The first generation experiment 

of the program (Barber, 1976; Barber et al., 1980) took data for one week 

during January of 1974 in the group's mountain altitude laboratory on 

top of Mt. Lemmon, Arizona, which is 20 miles northeast of Tucson, 

Arizona. (This experiment is designated as Arizona Cosmic Ray Experi

ment I, or simply ACRE I in this paper.) This experiment was a mass 

spectrometer using wire spark chambers for trajectory determination, a 

superconducting magnet to provide a magnetic field for particle deflection 



and scintillation counters for velocity and charge determination. The 

results of this experiment were very encouraging, and it was decided 

5 

to perform a vastly improved second generation version of the ACRE I 

experiment. The results of this second experiment (designated as ACRE 

II) are the basis of this work. ACRE II incorporated many significant 

improvements over ACRE I. Improved multiplane spark chambers were added 

to increase the particle track identification efficiency. Fast computer 

controlled state of the art data acquisition electronics replaced the 

now obsolete electronics of ACRE I. More timing and charge determina

tion scintillation counters were added to the experimental array to 

improve velocity determination. Perhaps the most significant difference 

was the order of magnitude increase in statistics ACRE II achieved over 

ACRE I by taking data for a much longer period of time: 20 weeks for 

ACRE II versus 1 week for ACRE I. 

The results of this second generation experiment have completely 

justified the immense amount of effort invested by The University of 

Arizona High Energy Physics Group in its accomplishment. The detection 

of antiprotons in particular will have impacts in many areas, some far 

removed from cosmic rays. 



CHAPTER 2 

SITE 

This experiment was operated in The University of Arizona High 

Energy Phy?ics Group's Cosmic Ray Laboratory building atop Mt. Lemmon 

in the Santa Catalina Mountains. Mt. Lemmon is located 20 miles north-

east of Tucson, Arizona and is about 42 miles by road from The Univer-

sity of Arizona Physics Department. The site of the laboratory building 

has a geomagnetic rigidity cutoff of 5.59 GeV/c and is at an atmospheric 

2 depth of 747 g/cm. The building is accessible year-round by an all-

weather road which comes to within 200 m of the building, after which 

a dirt road must be used. The building, built in 1968, is a prefabri-

cated metal Butler building, 18.3 m by 12.2 m with an obstruction-free 

interior 10 m high.. It has been the site of several cosmic ray and 

quark search experiments. The building is equipped with dormitory type 

sleeping rooms, bathroom, shower, full kitchen facilities, and an 

enclosed air conditioned room for electronics (see Fig. 1). 

6 
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Figure 1. Building layout showing position of shower detectors and 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The apparatus that constituted the ACRE II experiment was 

designed and chosen such that the·masses and energies of cosmic ray 

particles at mountain altitudes in the mass range near and above the 

nucleon mass and with velocities below that of O.9c could be determined. 

The apparatus was basically a particle mass spectrometer using a super-

conducting magnet as an analyzing magnet, wire spark chambers for 

trajectory determination and scintillation counters for velocity 

measurement (see Fig. 2). With this equipment the experiment measured 

three quantities associated with each detected particle: the particle's 

trajectory in a transverse magnetic field, its time of flight between 

several scintillation counters, and the amount of ionization energy it 

deposited in each of these counters. A fourth quantity, a rough measure 

of the particle's range, was also measured, but this range determination 

was used primarily to distinguish hadrons from leptons. 

The trajectory information from the wire spark chambers allowed 

for the value of a particle's rigidity, R, 

R 
P 
Z (3.1) 

to be calculated. To first approximation this rigidity can be deter-

mined by the measurement of the bend angle of the particle's trajectory 

through the magnetic field of the analyzing magnet: 
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Figure 2. Experimental apparatus. 
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The X axis, which is the magnetic bend direction and can be 
seen in the right hand part of the figure which is also called 
the x view, goes from northwest to the southeast. Sl-SS are 
scintillation detectors. 
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R = fBedl 
eBend 

(3.2) 

where in this experiment the fBodl for the superconducting magnet when 

charged to 100 amp of current had a value of fBodl = 71.0 MeV/c for 

eBend in radians. The trajectory was determined by use of six wire 

spark chambers placed fairly symmetrically with three above and three 

below the magnet. 

The velocity of each particle was determined by a group of five 

scintillation detectors, one directly over the magnet and two sets of 

two, each set at opposite ends of the array (see Fig. 2). The timing 

of a particle's passage through these detectors was used to find its 

velocity. This method of velocity measurement is useful for mass deter-

mination only for velocities less than 0.9c. 

The charge of an event, which when used with the rigidity value 

gives the momentum of a particle, was determined from the pulse heights 

in the scintillation counters which reflect the ionization loss of a 

particle as it traverses each of these detectors. The ionization loss 

has a Z2 /S 2 dependence for particles below the minimum ionization veloc-

ity (around S = 0.93) and thus, with the velocity known from the time 

of flight, Z can be determined. With the charge (Z), rigidity (R), 

and velocity (S = vic) of an event known, its mass is then calculated 

from 

M 
Il-S2 

RZ • -S- (3.3) 



Superconducting Magnet 

Momentum in this experiment was found by measuring the bent 

trajectory of a charged particle with spark chambers before and after 

11 

it passed through a region of high magnetic field. This field was pro

vided by a superconducting magnet which was expressly built for this use 

at The University of Arizona and first used in the ACRE I experiment 

(Barber et al., 1980; Thompson, 1983). The magnet itself consisted of a 

superconducting (niobium-titanium imbedded in copper) Helholtz coil pair 

with an inductance of six henries (see Fig. 3). These coils were con

nected in series with the two current leads coming up out of the magnet 

liquid gases reservoir to the outside world. For use during data taking 

the coils were charged to a steady state current through these leads and 

then a superconducting switch which shorted the leads at the coils was 

activated. The complete circuit in the magnet was superconducting 

except for some very small resistance at joints. The field in the mag

net was effectively constant with a decay time of the order of several 

years. At the design waximum of 150 amp the field had a maximum strength 

of 20 kilogauss and stored 680 kilojoules of energy. 

Magnet Construction and Operation 

The two coils were each contained in separate liquid helium 

(4.2 K at 1 atm) dewars in order to keep the temperature of the niobium

titanium 5uperconducting wire which made up the coils well below their 

12 K superconducting transition temperature. These liquid helium dewars 

were surrounded by a liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K at 1 atm) shield. 

This produced a structure of two rectangular cross-section toroids 
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Figure 3, Superconduct~ng magnet coil geometry, 
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(see Fig. 3) which were separated by 22.38 cm. This two coil construc

tion was then totally enclosed in a vacuum container which had two 

lO-mil-thick Mylar vacuum windows above and below the magnet bore. 

These two windows were included to reduce the mass in the particle path 

and thus reduce multiple scattering, Offset to the side of these windows 

was a vertical reservoir for the cryogenic liquids whose boil-off vapors 

were used to cool down the external current leads and limit their heat 

loss contribution (see Fig. 4). The whole arrangement was built with 

non-magnetic stainless steel and non-ferrous materials, In addition, 
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Figure 4. Diagram of superconducting magnet, vacuum jacket, and dewar 
system. 
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all ferrous materials (vacuum roughing pumps, etc.) were kept far away 

from the magnet. This was done to simplify the calculation of the field 

for use during data analysis (see Appendix A). 

The design of the magnet dewar system attempted to minimize 

the boil-off rate of the liquid helium and liquid nitrogen since the 

cryogenic liquid consumption was the major cost in running the experi

ment. Liquid helium boil-off rate was kept to 0.28 liters/hr, a 48% 

decrease from the rate obtained during the magnet's use in the ACRE I 

experiment. This decrease in liquid helium boil-off was due to a major 

redesign of the cooling system of the current leads. 

The magnet coil support structure was designed to accommodate 

the large forces on the wires due to the large magnetic. fields at the 

designed maximum current of 150 amp. At 100 amp the magnet had an 

integrated B·dl of 2.1 kilogauss-meter for a path coming down vertically 

between the two coils. The field at the coil faces at this current 

reached 12 kilogauss. 

As can be seen in Table 1, the magnet itself was run at three 

different current settings during the data taking: 30, 80, 130 amp, 

with approximately half the data taken with the current running in the 

opposite polarity at each of those values. 

The magnet system worked flawlessly during the 5-1/2 months 

it was energized and was allowed to warm up only when weather conditions 

produced snow-blocked roads which prevented the transport of further 

replacement cryogenic liquids to the magnet. 
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Table 1. History of superconducting magnet operation. 

Starting Date Date Triggers Time 
Current Polarity Energized De-energized Taken Energized 

(amp) (hrs) 

30.1 + 9/1/78 9/15/78 487,746 336.07 

30.1 9/16/78 9/22/78 242,259 148.08 

79.5 + 9/22/78 10/14/78 681,621 528.25 

80.05 10/15/78 11/22/78 1,069,228 910.25 

128.5 + 11/29/78 12/24/78 621,595 591.77 

128.5 + 12/26/78 1/15/78 811,739 480.66 

128.7 1/16/79 1/29/79 422,148 307.60 

30.0 1/29/79 1/30/79 36,045 22.25 

80.0 + 1/30/79 1/31/79 27,054 16.70 

Totals 4,399,435 3341.63 

Magnetic Field Measurement 

In order to calculate the momentum of an event it was necessary 

to know the magnetic field in all regions of the particle trajectories. 

While it was possible to calculate the field from first principles (see 

Appendix A), it was also important to measure the field at various 

positions in order to verify this calculation and to determine some 

of the parameters (such as the actual C'lI1::ent in the magnet). To 

accomplish this measurement of the field, two flat plates 15 by 20 

inches were attached to the sides of the magnet, parallel to the pole 
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faces and centered on the axis of symmetry. These plates had a l-inch

square grid milled in them to accommodate positioning of a rotating coil 

probe. This probe was able to measure all three components of the field 

at each point on the grid. This map of the field was then used in a 

chi-square fitting program (see Appendix A) to find the needed param

eters, and the goodness of fit indicated the accuracy of the field calcu

lating algorithm. This accuracy was typically of the order of 0.1%. 

The field was weasured six times during the run though not all 

the same points were weasured each time. During each current polarity 

the axial component of the field near the axis of the magnet on one plate 

was also measured frequently to provide information on the stability of 

the field. These measurements showed no measurable decay in the field 

over periods of a month. 

Scintillation Detectors 

There were four types of scintillation detectors used in this 

experiment (see Fig. 2). The octagonal (Oct) counters (Sl = Octup, 

S2 = Octdown) placed at opposite ends of the array were used for 

trigger, charge, and velocity determination. The hodoscopes (S2 

Hodoup, SS = Hododown), one group placed directly under each of the Oct 

counters, were used for charge, velocity, and position measurements. 

The middle (Mid) counter (S3) was situated approximately half-way 

between the two Oct counters directly over the top magnet window and 

was used to insure that the particles went primarily through this open

ing. The range counters (Rl, R2, R3), placed at the very bottom of the 

array directly below .the bottom hodoscope detector, were used to provide 



range information and to identify muons, a major source of background. 

Four shower counters (SCI, SC2, SC3, SC4) were placed in the four cor

ners of the laboratory building, and were used to detect showers 

. associated with the events (see Fig. 1). 

Oct Counters 
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The Oct counters were octagonally-shaped aluminum tanks 152 cm 

across containing a liquid scintillator (Nuclear Enterprises NE244 which 

is 1,2,4-trimethyl benzene in a toluene base) 10 cm in depth. Above this 

liquid the eight sides of the tank sloped at a 45 degree angle up to an 

apex where a 12.7 cm diameter RCA 4522 photomultiplier (PM) tube viewed 

the liquid. Since the major purpose of the Oct counters was to make 

timing measurements, multiple reflections of the light within the tank 

were undesirable and so only the bottom of each tank was polished. The 

sides were given a rough surface and thus reflected only diffuse light 

which would not contribute to the prompt light pulse. 

Pulses from the anode output (negative polarity) of each Oct 

counter PM tube were fed into the fast trigger logic to help determine 

the existence of an event. These same pulses (one from Octup, one from 

Octdown) were fed into a LeCroy 8-channel time-to-digital converter (TOC) 

in order to record the time-of-flight information for each event detected 

by the trigger logic (see Fig. Sa). The Octup signal was used as the 

common start pulse and the Octdown signal as a stop pulse in one of the 

eight stop channels of the TOC. The positive pulses from the last 

dynodes of the Octup and Oct down PM tubes were fed into a fast Camac 

analog-to-digital converter (AOC) to record the pulse height of each 
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event. These pulse heights were used during data analysis to provide 

information about the charge of the event. 

Hodoscope Detectors 

There were two identical hodoscope detectors used in the 

experiment {one called Hodoup (S2), the other Hododown (S5)] each made 

up of ten identical plastic scintillation counters. Each counter con

sisted of a block of plastic scintillator 15.24 cm wide by 5.08 cm 

20 

thick by 96.5 cm long. On one end of the counter a non-scintillating 

piece of Plexiglas about 15 cm long was glued. This piece tapered from 

the rectangular end of the counter to a 5.08 cm diameter circle. 

Mounted on this circle was a 5.08 cm diameter RCA 8575 photomultiplier 

tube. These counters were arranged side by side in two groups of ten. 

They were placed directly under the Oct counters with their 15.24 cm 

dimension arranged along the X (bend) direction (see Fig. 2), thereby 

providing additional information about the X track position. These 

counters were also used for gaining additional timing information by 

having the ten dynodes of each hodoscope layer (which consisted of ten 

hodoscope counters) feed into a linear fan-in and then into an Elscint 

constant fraction pulse discriminator. These two signals (Hodoup, 

Hododown) were then used as stop pulses in two more channels of the TDC 

(see Fig. 5b). To record the charge information available from these 

counters, the two signals were also fed into two more channels of the 

ADC to record their pulse height. \r:hich particular hodoscope counter 

actually fired was recorded by feeding the 20 separate anode signals 



through discriminators into 20 of the inputs of two 16 Fold Register 

Camac modules. 

Mid Counter 
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The Mid counter was a thin plastic scintillator 0.159 cm thick 

by 20 cm by 33 cm which was placed directly over the opening of the 

magnet. This counter was made extremely thin in order to keep the 

amount of matter in the track determination volume to a minimum and thus 

minimize multiple scattering. In order to collect enough light from 

this counter, two RCA B575 PM tubes were attached via light pipes, one 

on each side. The output from these PM tubes was used only in the event 

decision trigger logic (a signal from the Mid counter) indicated that 

the particle in the event did indeed go through the magnet gap. The Mid 

counter's timing was recorded but, as has been shown before (Barber, 

1976), its inclusion in the velocity determination would not decrease 

the error in the resultant time-of-flight value. 

Range and Shower Counters 

The range and shower counters consisted of seven identical large

area counters. Like the Oct counters, these counters used a liquid 

scintillator as the detecting medium, but, unlike the Oct counters, 

this medium was mineral oil rather than toulene based. These detectors 

were originally built and used in a quark search experiment performed 

earlier at the same site (Beauchamp et al., 1972). 

Each counter consisted of a large 1.B m by 1.B m Plexiglas tank 

holding the mineral oil scintillator which had a depth of 15 cm. Six 

5 inch diameter EM! 96lBB PM tubes viewed the scintillator, 3 each on 
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opposite ends (see Fig. 2). These were slow tubes and thus these 

counters were not appropriate for making timing measurements. The tank 

and PM tubes were enclosed within a light-tight plywood box which was 

painted white on the inside to help with the light collection efficiency. 

Three of the counters were arranged in a stack beneath the bottom 

hodoscope-Oct combination. Layers of iron were sandwiched between the 

counters to allow this stack to be used as a range detector. The output 

of all six tubes of each counter was or-ed together and their combined 

pulse height measured by the CamacADC. This pulse height information 

was used to determine the range of the observed particles. The ranges 

from Octdown to the three range counters along with the momenta neces-

sary for various particles to travel these ranges is given in Table 2. 

As can be seen a particle would have had to traverse 299.4 g/cm
2 

of copper equivalent to reach range counter 3. This corresponds to 3.6 

nuclear collision lengths for hadrons and an initial minimum momentum of 

1371.3 MeV/c for protons. This implies that of the original protons, 

Table 2. Range and momentum of various particles in the range counter 
stack. 

Range Momentum (MeV/c) 
(g/cm2 Cu equiv) Muons Protons Deuterons Alphas 

Rl 76.9 236.4 818.8 1271. 0 2039.0 

R2 188.15 407.2 1135.7 1734.0 4534.0 

R3 299.40 570.6 1371. 3 2052.0 5532.0 
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which at these energies account for less than 25% of the events with 

good tracks, only 1/e3.6 or 3% of this 25% produced a pulse in range 3. 

On the other hand, muons, which account for the other 75% of the tracks, 

.needed only a minimum momentum of 570.6 MeV/c to reach range 3 and the 

losses due to nuclear collisions would have been negligible. 

The four shower counters, which were placed in the four corners 

of the building (see Fig. 1) in order to monitor cosmic ray shower 

activity, were identical in construction to the range counters. The 

pulse heights in each of these counters were recorded in the ADC for 

each event and thus it could be determined for every event whether or 

not it was associated with a shower. 

Spark Chambers 

There were six wire spark chambers used in the ACRE II experi

ment, three positioned above the magnet and three below (see Fig. 2). 

They were utilized to measure the position of the track of each event 

which, along with the knOWledge of the magnetic field of the magnet; 

allowed for the calculation of the momentum of each event. To increase 

the geometrical acceptance, those chambers farthest from the magnet had 

the largest areas. 

The spark chambers themselves were constructed with gaps 

between flat planes of wires. Each plane was made of parallel wires 

with I mrn spacing between wires (chambers 2 and 5 had 0.5 rom spacing). 

The 1 cm gap between the planes was filled with a gas mixture of 20% He 

and 80% Ne and when an event was detecied by the trigger logic, a high

voltage pulse (~4000 volts) was applied on the wire planes across the 
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gap. This voltage pulse was large enough to cause a spark to jump across 

the gap between the two planes of wires with the spark preferentially 

occurring between the two wires (one from each plane) closest to the 

path of ions left in the gas between the planes by the particle that 

activated the trigger. 

To determine which wire in a plane was involved in a spark, all 

the wires of that plane were brought out to the edge of the chamber where 

a wire with magnetostrictive properties, supported under tension on a 

narrow aluminum wand, ran perpendicularly across them. When a spark 

occurred from a wire in a plane, the magnetic field induced by the resul

tant current in that wire would cause a momentary constriction in the 

magnetostrictive wire lying across it. This constriction would travel 

down the wand at the speed of sound in the magnetostrictive wire and at 

the end of the wand it would be converted to an electrical pulse by a 

pickup coil and integrating preamplifier. By including fiducial wires 

at opposite ends of the wire plano which were pulsed with each event at 

the time of the application of the high-voltage pulse to the chamber, 

timing could be done between the three resultant pulses (first fiducial, 

hit wire, second fiducial). By knowing the distance between the fidu

cials, the position of the hit wire relative to the fiducials could be 

determined. This timing was done for each wand by a LeCroy 801 time 

digitizer. Each wand had its o\m digitizer and each 801 digitizer con

tained four scalers which shared a common 20 MHz oscillator. The first 

pulse from a wand (the first fiducial) \Vould start all four scalers in 

its digitizer counting the cycles from the oscillator, and each subse

quent pulse from that wand would stop one of the scalers. With four 



scalers, up to four sparks (or three sparks and the second fiducial) 

could be recorded from each plane for an event. 

Single Gap Chambers 

2S 

Chambers 2 and S were made identically and of the simplest 

construction of all six chambers. They were single gap (two planes) 

chambers with each plane having aIm by 1 m active area. The two planes 

were oriented 90° with respect to each other such that the top plane 

measured the X position of the track (the X direction was the direction 

of bend of particles going through the magnet) and the bottom plane the 

Y position. 

These two chambers Here the only ones retained of those used in 

the ACRE I experiment and even so had very poor efficiencies. (See 

Appendix B for discussion of chamber efficiencies.) For most of the 

data~taking run, chamber S was inoperative and chamber 2 was very margin

al. They both seemed extremely sensitive to temperature changes and gas 

purity. Their position halfway between the outermost chambers and those 

closest to the magnet resulted in their being non-critical, with their 

track information being largely redundant to that of the other chambers, 

and thus the effort extended to keep them operational was not extreme. 

Chambers 2 and S, being single gap chambers, were appropriate 

for locating the track when only one spark was found between the fidu

cials on each wand. When either wand of a gap had multiple sparks (due 

to noise, chamber breakdown, etc.), ambiguity as to which X spark went 

wi th \oJhich Y spark arose. 
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Dual Gap Chambers 

Chambers 1, 3, 4, and 6 were designed to reduce the inherent 

ambiguities of the single gap chambers by incorporating two gaps (four 

planes) per chamber (Grove, Perez-Mendez, and Van Tuyl, 1968). Chambers 

1 and 6 (~he top-most and bottom-most chambers) were identical, with 

their top plane of the upper gap oriented to measure the X position of a 

track and with the bottom plane of that gap rotated by _30° relative to 

it. This rotated plane measured what was defined as the U coordinate of 

the track. The top plane of the lower gap in both chambers was rotated 

by +30° relative to the X plane and it measured what was defined as the 

V coordinate. The bottom plane was rotated by +90 0 with respect to the 

X plane and thus measured the Y coordinates. For shielding purposes the 

two sets of planes had a grounded plane of alwninized mylar between them 

to prevent a spark in one gap froID inducing one in the other. The dimen

sion of the active areas of the chambers was 1.5 m in the X direction 

and 1 m in the Y. Since the X axis was the direction of bend of the 

tracks, this orientation was chosen in order to maximize the geometrical 

acceptance of the array (see Appendix C). With these X, Y, U, and V 

axes of information, a large amount of the ambiguity of multispark events 

could be eliminated. 

Chambers 3 and 4 (the two closest to the magnet) were made with 

the same construction techniques as those of chambers 1 and 6., The major 

differences were greatly reduced sensitive area and U and V plane rota

tions of -45 Q and +45°, respectively, relative to the X plane. Their 

active areas \~ere 45 ° -rotated rectangles, 61 cm by 50 cm, which were 

more than adequate for covering the 22 cm by 34 cm windows of the magnet. 
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Electronics 

The electronics used in this experiment may be separated into 

two parts, the fast trigger and the data acquisition system. The purpose 

of the trigger was to identify a possible good event in a time short 

e:j1ough (less than 100 nsec) to apply the high-voltage pulse to the 

s~ark chambers before the ionized track produced by the triggering par

t;icle dissipated. 

T;rigger 

The fast trigger was designed to respond only to downward going 

p~rticles wmich went through all six spark chambers and the windows of 

tpe magnet.. Three separate triggers were used: v = c (v> O. 9c), v::; c 

(v>0.28c),:and v<c (0.28c<v<0.9c). The trigger utilized three fast 

s~intillatiQn counters, Sl (Octup), S3 (Mid counter), and S4 (Octdown). 

R~quiring alpulse from each of these counters satisfied the position 

cd teria since any single particle which caused a pulse in each of these 

t~ree counters must have gone through all six spark chambers and the top 

window of dle magnet (see Fig. 2). The velocity determination of an 

event was aecomplished by utilizing the timing relationships of the 

signals from the three counters. The signal from each counter was fed 

int9 separate threshold discriminators (the Mid counter had two PM tubes 

whose discriminator outputs were wired-or-ed together, see Fig. Sa). 

Each discrilninator, upon receipt of a large enough signal from its PM 

tube, generated several output signals of various lengths. For the v=c 

trigger determination, logic signals of the shortest possible duration 

(about 3 ns~c) from the discriminators of the Oct counters and a 20 nsec 
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wide pulse from the wire-or-ed outputs of the Mid counter discriminators 

were each subjected to various cable delays such that the final signals 

were timed to be in coincidence for a v=c particle going down through 

the array (see Fig. 6a). A logical "and" of these signals produced a 

pulse which was labeled v = c. The v s:: c detection was accomplished by 

using a 3 nsec wide pulse from the Mid counter and performing a coinci

dence of this signal with 70 nsec wide pulses from the two Oct counters. 

The delays of the signals of the counters into the coincidence unit were 

such that all three overlapped as in Fig. 6b for v=c particles. At 

slower velocities the Octup signal would come sooner and thus shift to 

the left with respect to the Mid counter and the Octdown signal would 

come later and thus shift to the right (see Fig. 6c). The 70 nsec widths 

of the Oct counter pulses were selected to result in a coincidence of 

the signals down to a velocity of v ~ 0.28c. These three signals were 

fed into a coincidence unit and the result of this coincidence was called 

the trigger signal. This trigger coincidence unit also had provision to 

veto its output with the v = c signal. When this option was activated, 

the trigger became sensitive only to v < c particles. A second option 

was to demand coincidence with 'the v=c signal instead of using it as a 

veto. This made the trigger v=c. The actual distributions of veloci

ties due to the v 5 c trigger are shown in Fig. 7a. The apparent v> c 

velocities are due to the jitter in the PM tubes of the scintillation 

counters. Inclusion of the v=c veto results in the center of the v ~ c 

distribution being subtracted out as seen in Fig. 7b. Note that the 

number of events in these distributions with v < O. 3Sc is very small and 

so the v ~ o. 28c lowe~ cutoff does not cut out an appreciable number of 
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events. All the effort extended to make this fast-velocity determina-

tion was done in order to maximize the number of good events recorded 

by the data acquisition system. Since the processing time pe~ event 

was of the order of 2.0 seconds during which time no new events could 

be accepted by the trigger (this was "dead time"), a highly restrictive 

trigger was not inappropriate. The trigger was designed, in fact, to 

produce a final trigger rate of 1.5 events per second (this is the event 

rate with no dead time) with the v<c configuration. The v'5:c event 

rate with no dead time was 2.5 events per second. 

Most of the data was taken using the v < c trigger since the 

error in calculating a mass from a velocity found from a time of flight 

error aCt) is 

(
aMm 12 2 (d12 2 4 

) -+ (J t· cJ • 8 y as 8 -+ 1 (3.4) 

where dlc is the time of flight of a v=c particle. The error gets very 

large for 8 = vic close to 1 (see section on mass resolution). Thus 

only 8 < 0.9 are of interest. The v=c and v '5: c triggers were used 

mainly to collect data for system calibration. 

Once formed, the trigger was used to initiate several systems. 

It was used to directly trigger the S.A.C. pulser which was a Marx 

generator employing avalanche transistors followed by a spark gap which 

in turn activated the hydrogen thyratrons which applied to each spark 

chamber gap the high voltage pulse necessary to create the sparks from 

which the track determination would be made. The trigger was also used 

to activate the LeCroy data acquisition system which would then acquire 

this spark information from the chambers and eventually initiate the 
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computer data acquisition process (see Fig. Sa). The trigger was further 

used to strobe data into the various Camac modules. 

Data Acquisition Computer 

The data acquisition process was controlled by a Digital Equip

ment Corp. (DEC) LSI 11 microcomputer which was on site at the experi

ment. A program (Arizona Acquisition Program, AZA) was written by 

personnel of The University of Arizona High Energy Physics group to run 

on this computer. AZA handled all the event information received from 

the two data acquisition systems (Gamac and LeCroy), displayed in 

real-time selected parts of this data in the form of scatter plots and 

histograms on a Tektronix 4012 Graphics.Display terminal, and packed and 

transmitted the data over a phone link to a DEC PDP-ll/34 computer 

located 20 miles away in Tucson in the Physics Department of The univer

sity of Arizona where the data were stored on magnetic tape. The program 

also monitored various voltage levels used by the equipment in the 

experiment and notified the experiment operators whenever any of these 

levels ranged outside of previously set limits. 

The real-time displays allowed for the monitoring of the detailed 

behavior of various parts of the experiment. Real-time histograms of 

the spark distributions in the wands of the spark chambers enabled cham

ber breakdowns and missing fiducials to be discovered and corrected. 

Histograms of the pulse heights of the pulses from the various scintilla

tion detectors monitored their functioning and a real-time display of 

the X and Y views of the sparks (the X view is the view seen looking 

along the Y axis perpendicular to the X axis) in the different chambers 



event by event allowed for the monitoring of the general health of the 

whole system (see Fig. 8). 
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The relatively slow transmission rate (1200 baud) over the phone 

link to the PDP 11/34 computer in Tucson was the major source of dead

time in the ,experiment. This was minimized by double buffering of the 

transmission data in the LSI 11 computer and the fact that the software 

system being used on this computer allowed for the data collection and 

data transmission subroutines to run concurrently. Thus deadtime due to 

acquisition of the data from the LeCroy and Camac systems was kept as 

small as possible. To reduce the transmission deadtime to its minimum 

the AZA program packed the data so as to use as few bytes of data per 

event as possible. This reduced the data transmission time and also 

increased the number of events that could be stored on a single magnetic 

tape. AZA also handled the hand-shaking that had to be done between the 

two computers in order to insure that the data transmission was error

free. 

LeCroy and Camac Data Acquisition Systems 

The LeCroy and Camac data acquisition systems were the interface 

between the experiment and the computer. They digitized all the raw 

dat~, alerted the computer when this digitization was complete, and over

saw the transmission of the data to the computer. The LeCroy system 

consisted of a Model 182-8 Digital Control Unit, a 44-bit scaler, and 20 

Model 801 Time Digitizers. The 44-bit scaler was used to record the 

absolute time of an event. It counted a crystal controlled 100 MHz 

oscillator and with its 44 bits would overflow only after counting the 
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Figure 8, Example of real-time display of an event on a Tektronix 4012 
Graphics Display Scope. 

The track of the particle can be clearly seen. Pulse heights 
in all three range counters indicate that this event was 
caused by a muon. The 299 in the center is the raw time of 
flight of the event between the Oct counters, and the four 
0' s in the center are the pulse heights in the four shower 
counters indicating that no shower was associated with this 
event. 
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oscillator for over 203 days. Only the top 32 bits of this scaler were 

available to the LeCroy controller, which meant that the occurrence of 

each event was knmvn to within 0.004 seconds. 

The input of each 801 was connected to the preamplifier of a 

wand of one of the spark chamber planes. As the signals from the fidu

cials and sparks from a wand arrived at an 801, it digitized the times 

between the arrival of the first fiducial and the subsequent sparks and 

second fiducial. Each 801 was capable of digitizing up to four time 

periods which usually included the time of arrival of the second fidu

cial. After this digitization was complete for all 20 wire planes, the 

LeCroy l82-B cuntroller generated an interrupt in the LSI II computer 

which then executed a subroutine through which the event time from the 

44-bit scale and 80 (20 wands, four sparks per wand) digitized times 

from the 801's were transferred into the computer. 

While the LeCroy system was digitizing the spark data, the Camac 

system was digitizing the remaining event information. The Camac sy~tem 

consisted of a Jonvay Branch Driver which was the interface between the 

computer and the Camac Crate, a Camac Crate Controller which was in the 

Camac Crate and which controlled the transfer of the digitized data from 

the separate Camac modules into the Jorway Branch Driver, and the various 

Camac modules themselves. There were four separate types of Camac mod

ules used. There were two Ortec AD8ll Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC), 

one Jorway Model 858 Quad Scaler, one LeCroy Model 2228-A 8-channel Time

to-Digital Converter (TDC), and two LeCroy Model 2341-S 16 Fold Register 

modules. 
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The Ortec ADC's were used to record the pulse heights of the 

signals from the various scintillation counters. These pulse heights 

were used later to determine charge and the existence of showers associ

ated with an event. The first of the 8-channel ADC's had seven of its 

channels used to digitize the pulse heights from the range and shower 

counters. The other 8-channel AOC used two of its channels to digitize 

the two Oct counter pulse heights and two more of its channels to digi

tize the signals from the two hodoscope detectors. The hodoscope detec

tors each consisted of 10 separate counters. Their 10 signals were or-ed 

together by use of a linear fan-in module to produce one signal for each 

hodoscope detector. Thi~ signal was the one that was then fed into a 

channel of the ADC. During data processing, the identification of which 

hodoscope counter produced the pulse whose height was measured by the 

AOC was determined from the data in one of the LeCroy 16 Fold Register 

modules. 

Each 16 Fold Register module was basically just a 16-bit word 

whose individual bits could be set through inputs on the front of the 

module. Both of the register modules had their top ten bits connected 

to the signals from the individual hodoscope counters. The ten signals 

from Hodoup were connected to one module and the ten from the Hododm'ffi 

detector to the other. By looking to see which bits in these modules 

were set in an event, determination could be made as to which hodoscope 

counter's pulse height (and timing) information was recorded in the AOC 

(and in the TOC). 

A trigger-gated signal from Octup was used as a common start 

pulse in the LeCroy TOC. This TOC was utilized to acquire the timing 



information of an event. In all, five times were measured. A signal 

from Oct down served as a stop pulse in one of the TOC channels and the 

Mid counter stopped two others (Mid north stopped one and Mid south 
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the other). The last two channels measured the timing of the hodoscopes. 

The same or-ed signals as used in the pulse height determination for the 

hodoscopes were fed into two separate Elscint constant-fraction discrimi

nators. Constant-fraction discriminators are insensitive to pulse 

height variations '\'ith respect to their timing of input pulses (unlike 

threshold level discriminators which display a "walking" of their output 

pulse relative to the input pulse as a function of the input pulse 

height), and with 10 PM tubes being or-ed together, the pulse height 

varied widely depending on which hodoscope counter fired. The output 

signals of these discriminators were then used as stop pulses in two 

more of the TOC channels. 

The Quad Scaler was used to scale the number of v=c coincidences 

found with no deadtiwe and the number of triggers seen (again with no 

deadtime) with the trigger setting of the run (v=c, v<c. or v~c). 

About the middle of the data-taking period a third scaler was utilized 

to directly measure the actual deadtime of the experiment. It counted 

a 1 KHz oscillator which was gated by the deadtime signal (see Fig. Sb). 

The values of these scalers were read for each event so that a running 

measure of the event rate and experiment deadtime was known. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS 

The end goal of the preliminary data analysis was to find the 

momentum, velocity, and charge of each event. The calculation of each 

of these quantities required a detailed understanding of the particular 

apparatus it was measured by. As an example, to calculate the momentum 

of an event the positions of the sparks of that event had to be calcu

lated, a track identified from this spark information, and the momentum 

of an event with this track in the magnetic field of the magnet deter

mined. This required, among other things, knowledge of the magnetic 

field of the magnet everywhere in the volume of space that the particle 

traversed, the alignment of all the chambers with respect to the center 

of the magnet, the distances between all the fiducials of all the wands, 

and also the velocities of the timing pulses for the sparks in the wands. 

All this calibration information was derived from the raw data and had 

to be determined before the momentum of an event could be calculated. 

Similar analyses had to be made for the velocity and charge determina

tions, and similar parameter and calibration calculations also had to be 

made, again using the data as the source of the necessary information. 

Velocity Determination 

The velocity of each event was determined from the time-of-flight 

(TOF) information given by the five scintillation detectors (51-55). As 

the particle of a particular event traversed a detector, its timing was 
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measured by using the signal generated by this passage as a stop pulse 

for a channel in the time digitizer (TOC) (exception: the Sl (Octup) 

signal was used as the common start pulse). The timing width in the TOC 

was set such that each count in the TOC measured 50 picoseconds. Thus 

what was measured in the TDC was not the absolute time of the particle's 

traversal through the detector but rather the separate transit times 

between Sl (Octup) and the other four timing detectors. Note that the 

outputs of the 10 tubes from each group of hodoscope counters were or-ed 

together into one stop signal for a channel in the TDC (see Fig. Sa). 

Transit Times 

In all, four transit times were measured: 

T2-Tl , Octup to Hodoup TOF 

T
3

-Tl , Octup to Mid Counter TOF 

T4-Tl , Octup to Oct down TOF 

TS-Tl , Octup to Hododown TOF 

where Tl , T2 , etc. can be considered as the absolute time of the 

particle's passage through the detectors. Since Octup (Sl) and Hodoup 

(S2) are closely spaced, a better passage time through Octup (T ) might up 

be calculated by using a weighted average of Tl and T2 : 

T up 
(4.1 ) 

where WI and W2 are the fractional weights to be accorded to the Sl and 

S2 counter timing information, d12 is the distance the particle traveled 

between Sl and S2, and (S·c) is the velocity of the particle. Thus, 

d
l
/ CS. c) is the time correction between Sl and S2 and since dl/c is 



small and B ~ 1, then to first order 

Since 

Eq. 4.1 can be rewritten as 

and similarly 

Note also that 

T down 

1 

This gives a particle TOF between the Oct counters of 

T = T -T 
down uP. 
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(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.S) 

(4.6) 

Thus the inverse of B (which is used because its errors are more nearly 

Gaussian) becomes 

d 
= IWs (TS-T4) - W2 (T2 -Tl ) + (T4-Tl ) + (W2 -WS) ~2] d;4 

(4.7) 



The error in 1/8 can be found by noting that the individual T.'s are 
~ 

statistically independent (their differences are not); 
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C~)2 {(W )2a2 (T ) + Cl-Ws)2a2 (T4) + (W
2

)2a 2(T
2

) (4.8) 
d14 5 5 

+ (1-W2)2a2CT1)] 

o (4.9) 

and 

o (4.10) 

Equations 9 and 10 imply that the best values for W
2 

and Ws are:* 

(4.l1a) 

(4.l1b) 

* The Mid counter \'las not included in this TOF detemination 
since its position halfway between Octup-Hodoup and Octdown-Hododown 
and the fact that it shared Octup with the other counters in its TOF 
determination resulted in its measurement providing no new infomation 
(Barber, 1976). 



With this basis it is now possible to see that what must be 

calculated from the data in order to find S (or equivalently liS) and 

its error are the transit times TS-T4, T2-Tl , and T4-Tl and the errors 

a(Tl ), a (T2) , a(T
4
), and a(T

S
)' Notice that 
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(4.12) 

So all the times required to compute l/S in Eq. 4.7 can be expressed in 

terms of T2-Tl , T4-TI , and TS-TI which are (after corrections) just the 

values measured by the TDC. The actual transit times may be written in 

terms of the raw measured transit times from the TDC and the appropriate 

corrections as 

T. -T
l 1 . 

(T.-Tl ) - [L(i)-L(l)] - [D(i)-D(l)] , 
1 raw (4.13) 

where the light transit time L(i) is the time required for the light 

produced in the i I th counter to reach the PM tube in that counter and 

D(i) is the electronic delay time associated with each counter. 

Light Transit Time Corrections 

In general, the light transit time can be written as 

L(i) distance light travels/speed of light 

For the Oct counters this becomes 

L(Oct) c 
(4.14 ) 

where X,Y are the coordinates of the particle's track at the level of 

the scintillation liquid in the Oct counter and Z is the vertical oct 
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distance from this fluid to the face of the PM tube.* For the hodo-

scopes, Lei,j) Ci:::Up ,Dn; j:::l to 10) l'las calculated by using the track 

posi tion information to determine where the particle l'lent through the 

plastic scintillator. (One of the requirements for track identification 

was that the X projection of any good track must have gone through a 

hodoscope that fired.) Since, unlike the Oct counters, the medium 

through which the light traveled from the point of emission to the face 

of the PM tube was not a gas, but was plastic, then, to first order, the 

light transit time might be given by 

L(i,j) 
Yi n(i,j) 

c (4.15) 

where n(i,j) is the effective index of refraction of the plastic in 

Hodo(i,j), and Y. is the distance from the point of emission to the face 
1. 

of the PM tube. As will be shown later, this index of refraction will, 

in order to accommodate the multiple internal reflections that occur 

within the plastic scintillator as the photons travel to the PM tube 

face, be in general higher than the actual index of refraction for plas-

tic scintillator and be a function of Y as well. 

Calculation of Delay Time and 
Light Transit Time Parameters 

Dei) is the time required for the timing signal to travel from 

the face of the PM tube to the point where it stops the TDC. This term 

should be constant, the same for all events, but different for each 

*Since dry NZ gas was continually circulated over the toulene
based scintillator in these counters to purge it of poisoning 0 , the 
index of refraction was effectively 1 and thus the light velocity was c. 
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counter. It includes the transit time of the pulse within the PM tube, 

which is substantial (~ 100 nsec) , and may vary from tube to tube. It 

includes the time it takes for the signal to travel through the coaxial 

cable to the TDC and it also includes the internal delays within the TDC 

itself. D(1) is the delay for the Octup counter, and since it is common 

to all the TDC measurements it was mathematically absorbed during data 

analysis into the other D(i)'s; i.e., D(l) = 0 in Eq. (4.13). 

To actually calculate these delays and the indices of refraction 

of the hodoscopes (note that since there are 20 hodoscope counters, a 

delay and index of refraction must be found for each one), use was made 

of the ability of the range counter stack to detect muons. As was shown 

in the section on the range and shower counters, a simple cut on the 

data requiring a pulse height in Range 3 will eliminate over 97% of the 

"background" protons leaving only muons which will all have a velocity 

greater than 0.98c. 

Using these "identified" muons along with their momenta as 

calculated from their track information, it is possible to form a calcu-

lated TOF: 

T calc (4.16) 

where d is the path length distance between the required counters (such 

as Octup and Octdown). The error in this calculated TOF is small because 

the muons are relativistic and as a function of the momentum the frac-

tional TOF error goes as 

oCP) d(Tcalc ) 

Teale dP 
oCP) 1 
-P- 2 

Y 
(4. 17) 
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For B = 0.98, 1/y2 = 1/30.1 and a(P)/P ~ 0.1, so aCT 1 )/T 1 $ 1/300 . ca c ca c 

and aCT oJ _< 0.08 nsec for muons. calc 

This calculated TOF can be used to find the delay and light 

transit parameters in the following manner: If a scatter plot of the 

difference b~tween the measured and corrected TOF for say Octup to Hodo-

down (TS-Tl ) and the calculated muon TOF is plotted versus distance from 

the point of emission of the light to the face of the PM tube in the 

Octup counter, then a flat line centered at zero should result (see Fig. 

9). If the line is not centered at zero, then the delay of Hododown, 

D(S), can be corrected to make it so. If the line has a slope or any 

other non-flat behavior, then the light transit time function for the 

Oct counter would have to be corrected. By forming other scatter plots 

of this difference between the measured and calculated TOF versus other 

possible parameters (pulse height in the PM tube, etc.), the effect (or 

non-effect) of these parameters can be determined and, if necessary, 

corrected for. It was found, for example, that any slewing of the TOF 

due to the pulse heights in the Oct counter PM tubes was negligible 

compared to PM tube jitter, a(Oct). 

For the hodoscope counters it is obvious that separate delay 

constants and light transit time parameters had to be found for each of 

the 20 counters. It was found from scatter plots formed in this manner 

(see Figs. 10 and 11) that the effective index of refraction n(i,j) in 

hodoscope i, detector j, had the form 

n(i,j) A(i,j) Yi + B(i,j) [i up ,down; j 1 to 10] 

(4.18) 
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Figure 9. Scatter plot of the residual difference between the measured 
and corrected TOF between Octup and Hododown, and the calcu
lated TOF assuming muons. 

The vertical axis is counts from TDC (SO psec/count). The 
horizontal axis is the distance from the point of emission 
of the light to the PM tube face in the Octup detector. Any 
non-zero, non-flat result indicates that more corrections 
that are functions of this distance need to be applied. 
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Figure 10. Scatter plot of the residual difference of the uncorrected, 
measured TOF and the calculated TOF in Hododown ItS versus 
the Y position of each event in the hodoscope counter. 
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Figure 11. Scatter plot of the corrected, measured TOF and the calcu
lated TOF in Hododown #5 versus the Y position of each event 
in the hodoscope counter. 
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where A(i,j) and B(i,j) are constants and Y(i) is the distance of the 

point of scintillation from the face of the PM tube. This gives a light 

transit time for the hodoscopes of the form 

L(i,j) = n(i,j) 
Y. 

1. 

C 
[A(i,j)Y. + B(i,j)] 

1. 

Y. 
1. 

C 
(4.19) 

This linear form for the effective index of refraction is due to 

the fact that for events very close to the PM tube the majority of the 

detected light travels directly to the PM tube face, while for events 

very far from the PM tube the light suffers multiple internal reflec-

tions, thus increasing its total path length. The competition of the 

two modes of light transmission was found to be adequately approximated 

by the above linear position-dependent effective index of refraction. 

Determination of a(T.) 
1. 

By again looking at only those events that have a pulse height 

in Range 3 we can select out a group of predominantly v=c muons. Look-

ing at the widths of the distributions of the corrected transit times 

(Ti-Tk) for these events, it is possible to measure the a(Ti-Tk)'s. 

These a(Ti-Tk)'s are related to the a(Ti)'s by the standard quadrature 

sum: 

(4.20) 

There are a total of 22 a(T.)'s to be found, one each from the Oct count-
1. 

ers and 10 each from the two sets of hodoscope counters. Notice, though, 

that only 21 linearly independent measurements of the form a(Ti-Tl ) are 

possible. This implies that in order to calculate the 22 a(Ti ) 's, a 

further assumption is necessary. The most obvious fact to consider is 
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that the PM tubes for both Octup and Oct down are of identical type 

(RCA 4455) and thus their widths might well be expected to be similar. 

This is also true for the 20 hodoscope PM tubes which are all RCA 8575' s. 

A close look at the data, though, indicates that more care needs to be 

taken. Nine of the ten Octup to Hodoup distributions had a similar 

width, with the one that varied from this width being larger. This was 

also true for nine of the Octdown to Hododown distributions [T5-T4 formed 

from (T5-T 1) - (T 4 -T l)J . The Octdown to Hododown minimal width was, how

ever, larger than the Octup to Hodoup minimal width. Since these widths 

were common to so many of the hodoscopes the results implied that the 

Octup width, o (Tl ) , was smaller than the Octdown width, 0(T4), and that 

the 18 hodoscopes (nine from Hodoup, nine from Hododown) had similar 

O(Ti)'s. By looking at T5-T2 distributions for separate pairs of hodo

scopes these O(Ti)'s can be found and, knowing them, 0(T1) and 0(T4) can 

also be found. Table 3 displays the final results of this process. 

Table 3. Scintillation counter timing widths in nsec. 

Hodo #: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Hodoup 0.53 0.56 0.56 0.50 0.60 0.46 0.53 0.52 0.61 0.77 

Hododn 0.55 0.61 0.58 0.51 0.48 0.47 0.46 0.58 0.67 0.87 

o(Octup) 0,81 nsec o (Octdown) = 1.74 nsec 
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With these a(Ti)'s it is now possible to calculate the appro

priate weights W2 and W5 for the combination of counters used in each 

separate event. In general, each event used a different combination of 

the Oct counters and hodoscopes and thus W2 and Ws had to be calculated 

anew for each event. 

Charge Determination 

It was of interest in this experiment to obtain the energy and 

momentum spectra of alpha particles. The detection of alpha particles, 

however, was made difficult by the fact that their mass-to-charge ratio 

is nearly identical to that of deuterons. In order to distinguish 

alphas from deuterons it therefore became necessary to determine the 

charge of each event. This was accomplished by using the pulse height 

information from the scintillation counters. The amount of light a 

particle produces in a scintillating medium is approximately propor

tional to the ionization energy loss rate, dE/dx, it sustains going 

through that medium. The energy loss can be calculated from the Bethe

Bloch. ionization formula if the velocity and charge of the particle 

are known. The ionization loss is primarily a function of Z2/S2 with 

logarithmic corrections as a function of S. The pulse height in a 

counter would have this same Z2/S2 behavior which would allow determina

tion of the charge of a particular event if the S of the event were 

known. This Z2 dependence allows one to determine whether a particular 

event is due to an alpha particle since its ionization loss would be four 

times that of deuterons of the same S. 
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Two properties of the scintillation detectors, however, prevent 

the direct implementation of this scheme. First, the amount of light 

that a PM tube receives in a particular detector for particles with the 

same charge and B will be a function of the position of the events in the 

detector. This function must be found and the raw pulse height corrected 

accordingly. This is called the geometrical effect. The second effect 

that enters into the problem is that the PM tubes themselves may have 

saturation problems. As the amount of light that the PM tube receives 

increases its output, signal may not increase proportionately. In fact, 

for some situations the signal from the PM tube may actually reach a 

maximum and not increase at all as the incident light increases. 

This saturation effect makes it difficult to unambiguously 

determine the charge of an event. It was decided, therefore, that since 

the expected number of alphas was extremely small compared to the number 

of deuterons, the pulse height information would be utilized mainly to 

identify those events which had a good probability of being alphas. 

Oct Counter Geometrical Corrections 

The derivation of the functional form of the geometrical correc

tion of the amount of light that reached the Oct counter PM tubes was 

fairly straightforward. First, the actual geometrical response of each 

Oct counter was found by forming a plot of the output of their PM tubes 

for minimum ionizing muons versus position of the point of emission of 

the light within the detector (see Fig. 12). Minimum ionizing muons 

were found in the data by looking at events which reached Range 3. As 

was shown previously,. muons that reached Range 3 had SIS above the 
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Figure 12. Pulse height in the Oct up detector for winimum ionizing 
muons as a function of the radial distance of the event 
from the center of the detector. 
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minimum ionization point in the ionization curve ((3. min. tV 0.93) where 

the dE/dx rises only logarithmically with the initial energy of the 

particle, and these SIS are fairly accurately calculated from the momen-

tum information. At the minimum ionization point the dE/dx was approxi

mately equal to 1.78 MeV/(g/cm2 carbon equivalent). The fact that the 

dE/dx was near its mininrum insured that no saturation effects were 

present. 

It was then assumed that the majority of the light which pro-

duces the signal in the PM tube traveled from a point source positioned 

at the center of the line of emission of the light and its image reflec-

tion in the polished bottom of the Oct counter tank directly to the 12.7 

C1D niameter face of the PM tube. The amount of light that the tube face 

actually received from this point source, it was further assumed, was 

only modified by solid angle effects. With these assumptions the light 

intensi ty at the face. of the PM tuhe due to minimum ionizing particles 

was 

I ((3min' R) 
AZ (4.21) 

where A is a proportionality constant, Z is the vertical distance from 

the PM tube face to the point of emission, and R is the radial distance 

from the center of the counter (directly below the PM tube) to the point 

of emission. If the point source assumption is partially relaxed and 

the solid angle effects of the tilt of the line of emission of the light 

and its reflection are inCluded, the function becomes 

I' ((3 . , R) mln 
AZ 

v'R+Z" m 
-Z-

m 
(4.22) 
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where Z is the distance from the point of emission to the center of the m 

magnet, since it can be assumed that the track passes near this point. 

This function was then fitted to the data using a chi-square minimiza-

tion technique which found best values for A and Z. The best Z for 

Octup was found to be 83.4 cm and for Octodown, 80.4 cm, which validates 

the assumed existence of the reflection of the line of emission (the 

distance from PM tube to bottom of Oct counter was 85 cm). The chi-

square fit of the function for both Oct counters was found to be very 

good except at the very center (R=O) of both counters and near the edge 

(~ > 72.5 cm) of Octup where the function was found in both instances 

to be too small. Near the edges there was probably some additional 

reflection from the sides which contributed to the light incident on the 

PM tube and at the center the sides may have produced some focusing 

effect. These deviations were corrected by adding to the function two 

tenus of the fonn 

BoC27.5cm-R)2 forR<27.5cm C4.23a) 

CoCR-52.5cm) for R> 52.5 cm C4.23b) 

in the two areas of concern. The values of the parameters of these 

terms were again found by fitting the data with the chi-square minimizing 

program and are given in Table 4. 

Oct Counter Saturation Correction 

The amount of light, ICS), reaching the PM tube for any single 

charged event for which S is known could now be calculated using the 

above equations, In general, 
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Table 4. Octup and Octdown minimum ionization light intensity 
parameters. 

A Z B C Chi-sqr 

Octup 1.24.x 1010 83.44 2.77 .x 10-4 2.00.x 10-4 1.033 

Octdn 1.02 .x 1010 80.41 1. 40 .x 10-4 0.331 

dE(8) 
~ [i up ,down] (4.24 ) 

dx 

If there were no saturation effects the pulse height out of the PM tube 

and thus the number found by the Camac ADC would be directly proportional 

to this amount of light. In practice, however, this is not true and this 

reflects the existence of saturation in the PM tubes. This saturation 

effect can be seen directly by looking at a plot of the actual pulse 

height versus the above calculated pulse height. Plots of this form 

were made for both Oct counters using protons (see Fig. 13). With no 

saturation, a straight line with some slope related to the conversion 

constant between the amount of incident light and the final ADC pulse 

height is expected. Protons were used since a fair number of them with ,0 

low 8 were found to exist and low 8 particles have the largest dE/dx 

which would indicate more clearly the effects of this saturation. Muons, 

on the other hand, with a 8 below 0.8c were bent out of the array by the 

magnet and were thus not seen at all. As can be seen from the plots, 

there \'1ere substantial saturation effects. As is apparent, up to a 
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certain incident light amplitude the pulse heights conformed to a linear 

response as expected. Above this saturation threshold (S), however, the 

response seems to flatten out or rise only slowly. It is difficult to 

determine the exact behavior in this regime due to a lack of statistics. 

An exponential function for the pulse height H(I(S)) in Octup of the form 

F 'I ((3 R ) - up up , up 
E [1 - e ] for I ((3, R ) < S up up up up 

G for I lS,R ) > S up up up up (4.25a) 

and a straight line of the form 

(4.25b) 

for Octdown were fitted to the portions of the data below the saturation 

threshold with the results given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Oct counter saturation parameters. 

G 
Saturation chi-E °E F of Threshold S squared 

Octup 244.6 6.4 0.0065 0.00036 225 390 1.171 

Oct down 1.12 0.024 29.7 5.5 495 400 1.303 
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The difference i,l the slopes of Octup and Octdown (see Fig. 13) 

are due to the differenc~ in the gains of the two PM tubes. The F off-

set constant of Octdown peing non-zero probably reflects a non-zero 

pedestal level in the AD~. 

Oct Counter Charge DeteTjnination 

Using the above ~atuI'ation and geometrical response corrections, 

it is now possible to pr~dict the pulse height count in the ADC due to 

any singly charged parti~le l'<rhose position of traversal through the Oct 

counters and S is known. Determination of likely alpha candidates 

obviously can be made on~y in the non-saturation region. In this region 

an event was designated ~s a Icharge Z=2 candidate if its measured pulse 

height produced a calcul~ted Z value that was in the upper 5% of the 

distribution of the calc].llated charges of all events (see section on 

alpha particles in the r\9sults chapter). 

Hodoscope Geometrical Co;rrections 

The geometrical ~orrections for the 20 hodoscope counters were 

found in a -manner simila'r to that used for the Oct counters. The posi-

tion variable, Y. 1 was the di.stance from the point of emission to the 
1 

hodoscope tub.e face. A 'representative plot of the response of the hodo-

scopers to a minimum ionizing muons can be seen in Fig. 14. Because of 

the geometry of the hodo~cope counters, solid angle effects were not 

expected to be important but I attem'.ation was expected of the light in 

the plastic as a functiop. of I distance, Y., of the form 
1 

I'(J3,Y.) 
1. 

1(13) 
-Y./A 

1 e (4.26) 
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where A is the attenuation distance. A was assumed to be the same for 

all the hodoscopes and was found by taking an average of the A'S when 

fitting Eq. 4.26 to the minimum ionization pulse height curves of all 

the hodoscopes. The best value for A was found to be A = 286 cm. 

Scatter plots of the pulse height versus [exp(-Yi/A)] [dE/dx] 

were then made for protons as in the Oct counter case. These plots (see 

Fig. 15) indicated that for all the hodoscopes there was no saturation 

problem. Straight lines of the form 

H .. (J3,Y.) = A ..• l'(S,Y.) + B .. 
1,J 1 1,J 1 1,J 

[i up ,dn; j 1, ... ,10] 

(4.27) 

were fitted to the data and alpha particle candidates were again defined 

as events whose pulse height was the top 5% of the charge distribution 

of all events. 

Sparks and Tracks 

Sparks 

As was mentioned previously, the spark position information was 

measured by the LeCroy 801 time digitizers. They produced up to four 

timing values per wand, the last one of which mayor may not have been 

the second fiducial. If there were more than three sparks* per wand or 

if the second fiducial was marginal, then it could be missed. In 

general, the second fiducial was seen about half the time for most 

wands. The importance of the second fiducial was that it gave the 

*Due to the low atmospheric pressure at mountain altitudes all 
spark chambers had many spurious sparks and a general degradation of 
efficiency over that seen in these chambers at sea level. 
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timing reference by which the actual positions of the sparks on the 

wands were determined. By knowing the actual distance between the fidu-

cials and by knowing the time it took the pulse in the wand to travel 

from the second to the first fiducial, a pulse velocity in the wand 

could be defined by 

velocity measured distance between fiducials in cm 
# of LeCroy 801 counts between fiducials (4.28) 

Once this velocity was known, the position of the sparks could 

be calculated with respect to the first fiducial. The value of the 

second fiducial used in calculating the spark position was a running 

average of the value of the second fiducial over the last 100 events 

where it was seen. This compensated for the fact that the second fidu-

cial was not always present and that over a run (approximately 1.5 days) 

its value could drift by up to 5% (due to temperature or tension changes 

in the magnetostrictive wire). 

Once the positions of the sparks on the wand were known, it was 

then possible to find all the possible X,Y positions of the sparks in 

each chamber (see Appendix D). For the single gap chambers (2 and 5) 

this was a simple process. All possible pairs of X and Y combinations 

of the measured sparks were made. This certainly produced too many 

pairs since only one could be the real one. The others had to be weeded 

out by using the properties of the tracks themselves. 

For the dual gap chambers some of the ambiguities of the single 

gap chambers could be removed by use of the second gap. This was true, 

however, only for some X, Y pairs; others were still of the form found in 
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the single gap chambers. Thus a hierarchy of sparks was defined. A 

'hit' (as distinguished from a 'spark') was defined as a spark whose 

position as it was found in one gap was confirmed by at least one of 

the planes of the other gap. This means that a hit occurred when three 

or possibly four wires crossed at the same place (see Fig. 16 for an 

example of a hit). A hit therefo!e had a very high probability of being 

real, that is, being due to an actual particle and not noise in the 

wands or breakdown in the chambers. Because of this greater likelihood 

of being real, hits were given a greater weight during the track finding 

process. For this process a complete list of all the hits found in a 

chamber and a listing of the X,Y pair combinations made up out of the 

remaining wires found in the four planes was formed. Also calculated 

was the error of each X or Y spark position. This error for the X and 

Y planes was just the measured width (see section on chamber position

ing) of the spark error, while that of X or Y positions calculated from 

some combination of planes, sayan X position calculated from Y and V 

plane information, had the appropriate error due to the combination of 

the separate errors of both planes. 

Tracks 

The field of the magnet was oriented such that the forces 

it applied to charged particles coming down predominantly vertically 

through the space between the coils of the magnet were almost exclusively 

along the X axis. Thus, to a very good first approximation only the X 

view of the path of the particle \vas affected by the field of the magnet. 

The Y view of its path was largely unaffected and appeared therefore as 
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Figure 16. Display of a hit in spark chamber #4. 

The inscribed rotated rectangle defines the UV active area 
of the chamber and the dashed lines delineate the active 
limits of the X,Y planes. Lines inscribed within the outer 
rectangles are the wires that had sparks on them. The posi
tion of the "hit" is marked by the small diamond. 
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a straight line. Furthermore, since the major part of the transverse 

force applied by the field of the magnet was in the high field region 

contained within the volume between the Mylar windows of the magnet and 

certainly between the innermost spark chambers (chambers 3 and 4), the 

X view paths outside this region could also be approximated as straight 

lines. Further, due to the symmetries of the magnetic field, an impact 

parameter relative to the symmetry axis of the field could be found for 

both the entering X track above the magnet and for the exiting X track 

below. These impact parameters should be nearly, equal since, in the X 

view, the particle traversal of the magnetic field could be thought of 

as an elastic scattering of a particle from a central force. 

These three properties of the trajectory through the magnetic 

field--straight line in the Y view, straight lines in the X view above 

and below the magnet, and the equality of the impact parameters of these 

X tracks--provided the basis for a fairly methodical track identifica

tion from the multitude of spark information. 

Y tracks. A good Y track was defined as a track of at least 

three Y sparks with at least one of these sparks occurring in a chamber 

above the magnet. These sparks had to fit a straight line with a maxi

mum chi-square per degree of freedom such that there was less than a 1% 

probability of exceeding that chi-square. The tracks were found using 

the method of stringing. In this method the first spark (or hit) in the 

first chamber is taken and two lines extended from it to either side of 

the magnet opening (only tracks which did not go through any material in 

the magnet were considered). These lines were extended through the 

remaining five chambers and defined "search" windows in each of these 
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chambers. The process would then continue by looking in the next cham

ber within its search window for a second spark for the track. (If 

there were no sparks in the window in this chamber, the next chamber 

after that was looked at, and so on.) This second spark would now be 

incorporated in defining new and more restricted search windows. A 

third spark would have to appear in these windows and in addition satisfy 

the maximum chi-square criteria. This process would continue until all 

six chambers were searched for sparks and if a track with three or more 

sparks was found it would be recorded. The sparks (and hits) in this 

track would then be removed from the spark arrays and the whole process 

repeated with the remaining sparks. 

Once all the possible tracks were identified, the best and 

second-best tracks would be selected. The selection basis went accord

ing to the following priorities. The best track was defined as that 

track with the roost hits. If there was a tie under this criterion, then 

the track with the roost total number of hits plus sparks was chosen from 

this subset. If still more than one track fit this second criterion, 

then the track with the smallest chi-square was designated as the best 

track. The second best track was identified in a similar manner. 

X tracks. The identification of the X track of an event re

quired a different approach than that of the Y tracks. The X track was 

not, because of its bend, a single track but rather two single tracks 

connected in the center of the magnet. It thus consisted of a straight 

track in the three chambers above the magnet and a second straight track 

in the three chambers below. To find these separate tracks in the same 

manner as the Y track was found was often difficult. A three spark 



requirement for each track was too strict since chambers 2 and 5 had 

very low efficiencies. 
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The minimal requirement of three sparks for the Y track arose 

from the necessity of having at least one degree of freedom when doing 

the straight-line fitting. A straight line requires two parameters to 

describe it and thus three independent pieces of information are re

quired to get one degree of freedom. In the X view, however, four param

eters are required to unrunbiguously determine the two lines that make up 

the X track. This implies that to get at least one degree of freedom 

we need five pieces of information. If only two sparks above the magnet 

and two below are required, then one degree of freedom can be obtained 

by adding the additional constraint of equali~y of the impact parameters. 

Thus the method of finding the X tracks becomes a process of finding all 

the two or three spark tracks above the magnet and also all those below 

the magnet and then constructing all the possible pairing combinations 

of one track from above and one from below and choosing as the best X 

track the pair with the most sparks and the smallest difference between 

their impact parameters. Two further requirements were also added which, 

while they did not actually add to the degrees of freedom, did reduce 

drastically the computation necessary to find the X track. 

The first additional requirement had to do with the fact that 

both sets of hodoscope counters were oriented such that the-individual 

counters had their 15.24 cm dimension arranged along the X axis. Thus, 

by looking at which counter fired, rough X track position information 

(to within 15.24 cm) at the level of the hodoscope could be gained. 

This information was incorporated in the X track identification 
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algorithms by creating an initial set of search windows not from the 

first spark and the magnet opening but rather from the hodoscope posi

tion and the magnet opening. This reduced by a large amount the number 

of first sparks that had to be looked at in the process and required 

additionally that the track of any particle which caused a hodoscope to 

fire went through that hodoscope. It often occurred (about 20% of the 

time) that' no hodoscope counter would be seen to fire, in which case the 

track stringing would proceed as in the Y track case. 

The second added constraint was concerned with the additional 

weighting to be given to sparks that were identified as hits. When the 

Y value in a chamber of a hit was used in the best Y track, then the X 

tracks going through that chamber were required either to use that 

associated X value of the hit in that chamber or not to use that chamber 

at all. This obviously reduced the number of sparks considered but may 

have caused no tracks at all to be seen. This was why a second-best Y 

track was included in the Y track finding algorithm. If no tracks were 

found using the best Y track hits, then an attempt was made to find X 

tracks using the second-best Y track. 

Momentum Determination 

The momentum of an event was determined by making an initial 

guess as to the momentum, direction, and point of entry to the array 

of the event, tracing the track of such a particle through the magnetic 

field of the array, and computing the chi-square fit of this track to 

the measured track. These initial parameters were then varied until 

the best fit (smallest chi-square) of the calculated to the measured 
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track was achieved. To accomplish this a chi-square minimization algo

rithm was used. This algorithm used the initial momentum and point of 

entry as parameters in a function that produced the X,Y coordinates of 

a path at the different levels of the chambers. The chi-square fit of 

these values to the measured tracks was calculated and the derivatives 

of chi-square for small changes in the parameters found. These deriva

tives were then used to find new values of the parameters that would 

decrease the chi-square of the fit. The process would then be repeated 

until the differences in chi-square of successive iterations became 

very small, that is, the set of parameters that produce the minimum 

possihle chi-square was found. 

The actual structure of the chi-square minimization algorithm 

is more completely described in Bevington (1965) and was mainly copied 

from that source. What was not provided, however, was the function that 

produces the X,Y values of a particle path at the levels of the differ

ent chambers given the initial momenta and X,Y entry point in chamber 1 

as parameters. This function was an algorithm that traced the path of 

a particle through the magnetic field given the particle's initial 

properties. This tracing was repeated 11 times for each of the itera

tions; once to calculate the final chi-square and ten times more to 

calculate the derivatives of chi-square with respect to the five param

eters. Five separate parameters were necessary to describe the trajec

tory (three components for the momentum which was a vector and two for 

the initial X,Y position in chamber 1) and two tracings were required 

for each derivative calculation. Because it took about three seconds 

per event to calculate the momentum of an event, with most of the time 



spent doing trajectory tracings, a large amount of effort was made to 

make the path calculation as efficient as possible. 

Path of a Charged Particle 
through a Magnetic Field 

The calculation of the path of a charged particle with some 

initial momentum and entrance point through a magnetic field was 

accomplished by dividing up the volume of space Lhat the particle 

traversed into many small volumes within which the field was assumed 

constant. The path of a charged particle in such a volume was deter-

mined by its initial momentum, the point of entry into the volume and 

the force on the particle due to the constant field which had the form 
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e"{;.xB (4.29) 

The trajectory of the particle due to this force in the volume was a 

segment of a circle of radius 

R = Pc 
.3B 

(4.30) 

where R is in cm, B in kgauss, and Pc is in MeV. Thus, its exit point 

and direction from the volume was easy to calculate. These exit param-

eters then became the entrance parameters to the next volume and the 

process would be continued until the particle reached the level of the 

last chamber. The critical point for the degree of accuracy for this 

algorithm is the size of the volumes within which the fields are assumed 

to be constant. The smaller the volumes the more accurate the constant 



field approximation becomes. 

to be as large as possible. 
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Two factors, however, require the volumes 

The first is memory space. A three-

dimensional map was too large and so use was made of the azimuthal 

symmetry of the field to employ a two-dimensional map which was a func

tion of the radial distance R from the axis of the field (Y axis at 

X=O) and the Y position on the axis. The field at any X,Y,Z point could 

easily be found from this map by rotating it around the Y axis and per

forming the obvious coordinate transformation 

R IX2 + Z2 (4.31) 

The second constraint was that of time. The smaller the grid spacing in 

the field map, the larger the number of volumes the particle had to be 

propagated through and thus the longer the time used in performing the 

path tracing. The final map of the field reflected all these factors and 

used the largest possible grid spacing (5 cm x 10 cm) in the areas far 

from the magnet and, in the areas where the field was varying the fastest 

(in and directly outside the bore of the magnet), small grid spacings 

Cl cm x 1 cm) were utilized. 

The errors in the parameters found with the chi-square fit, 

especially the mo.mentum error, due to the errors in the measured track 

positions, came directly from the minimization algorithm. The algorithm 

made use of the fact that the change of a parameter which would produce 

an increase in chj-squ~re of one per degree of freedom was equivalent to 

the standard deviation of that parameter due to the errors in the mea

sured t~l·ack. All the momentwn errors were calculated in this fashion. 



CHAPTER 5 

FINAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

The experiment generated a total of 81 raw data tapes over the 

5-1/2 mon~hs of running of which 68 contained runs with the v<c trig

ger (see Table 6). Raw data tapes were 2400 ft magnetic tapes written 

at 800 bpi which held approximately 65,000 raw events per tape. Before 

being processed to find tracks, momentum, etc., these v<c events were 

first filtered to remove those events with false triggers and those 

events with multiple tracks. False trigger events were usually those 

events where the signals from Octup, Octdown and Mid counters \vere 

caused by two different particles. This type of occurrence produced 

incorrect timing information and usually no identifiable track. They 

were roughly screened out by requiring a good event to register at 

least one counter in either Hodoup or Hododn. The loss of events with 

good tracks by this cut is estimated to be less than 1.4%. Multiple 

track events were rejected when more than one hodoscope counter (or 

more than a single pair of side by side hodoscope counters) in either 

Hodoup or Hododn fired. This cut eliminated less than 1% of the events 

with resolvable tracks. 

After undergoing these basic cuts the remaining events were 

processed as described in the preliminary analysis section where the 

momentum, charge, and velocity of each particle was determined. The 

number of events remaining after this processing is shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Data processing statistics. 

Current # Tapes # Tapes with 
Setting at This v<c Trigger 

(amp) Setting Data 

+30 8 6 

-30 6 4 

+80 12 11 

-80 22 18 

+130 25 21 

-130 8 7 

Totals 87 67 

# Events with 
v<c Trigger 

365,982 

242,259 

681,621 

1,069,228 

1,433,257 

422,148 

4,214,495 

# v<c Single Track 
Events with Minimum 
of One Hodoscope Hit 

47,151 

23,303 

78,938 

91,388 

94,733 

19,910 

355,423 

'-l 
~ 
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Since the main goal of the analysis was to study the occurrence 

of heavy mass particles around the nucleon mass and above, it was 

desirable to remove any muon contamination. The v<c trigger requirement 

on the original data should have accomplished this but since this veloc-

ity requirement was obtained by using the Oct counters for timing infor-

mation and, as can be seen in Table 3, Octdown had a very large jitter, 

many v~c Q3 > .9c) muons were mistimed by Oct down and mistakenly ful-

filled the v>c velocity requirement. These v=c muons were easily 

removed by discriminating against any event which produced a pulse in 

Range 3. Only muons with a velocity B > .98c could reach this counter 

and all hadrons had a very large probability of undergoing some nuclear 

collision in the range stack long before they could have reached Range 3. 

Mass Resolution 

In order to predict the widths of the various mass peaks an 

understanding of the mass resolution of the experiment was required. 

The mass of each event was calculated from the measured values of its 

momentum P and velocity S=v/c by use of 

M P 
= Sy 

(5.1) 

where 

I y 
II-S2 

(5.2) 

The error in the mass M Ia(M)] .with respect to the errors of P [aCP)] 

and S laCS)] are assumed to be uncorrelated and will thus have the form 
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I [( ClM).2 ( ClM)-2J 
M2 ap ap + a(l3) as) = 

(5.3) 

The error in 6 is due to the error in the time-of-flight (TOF) measure-

ment, aCT). Since 

v 
c. 

d 
T'c 

(5.4) 

where d is the distance the particle traveled in time T. the a(l3) in 

terms of aCT) is 

and the mass resolution becomes 

The momentum P may to first order be written as 

P = UBodl 
8 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where 8 is the bend angle of the track. The error in P~(P] due to the 

error in 8 (a (8)) is 

2 (p)2 
a (8) Z/B; dlJ (5.8) 
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a has two sources of error. The first is a(a ) which is the error in a cr 

due to the inherent resolution of the tracks by the spark chambers and 

the second is a(ams ) which is the error in e due to the small angle 

multiple Coulomb scattering the events undergo while traversing the 

array. These two terms are uncorrelated and add quadratically as 

(5.9) 

The chamber resolution term is a constant and can be related to the 

maximum detectable lDoment1JJJ1 P of the array by max 

ace ) cr 
fB·dl 
-P--

max 
(5.10) 

Small angle multiple scattering of a particle of charge Z in a material 

of thickness L which has radiation length L d has the form ra 

a (e ) ms 
Z(O.Ols GeV) (~)1/2 

PS rad 
(5.11 ) 

With these terms and absorbing all constants into arbitrary coefficients 

A, B, and C, the mass resolution becomes 

(5.12) 

The first term is the multiple scattering tenll, the second the chamber 

resolution, and the last is the term due to the TOF error and A, B, and 

C are constants to be determined. 
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Figures 17-23 show the mass distributions for the combined 80 

amp data and the +130 amp data for positive charges for different S 

intervals. Each event was required to have timing information available 

from both hodoscopes and to have produced no pulse in R3 (to eliminate 

muons). The mass axis is in terms of the log(M) and is shown in units 

of the proton mass. The logarithm of the mass is used since it produces 

mass distributions with more ·nearly Gaussian shapes. Since each of these 

histograms is dominated by the proton peaks, the widths are obtained by 

fitting appro~imately the central 68% of the integral distribution to the 

corresponding Gaussian distribution. In order to compare the measured 

widths with Eq. 5.12, it was assumed that the time of flight constant 

C (5.13) 

was known, since aCT) was well determined for the v=c muon data (see 

Chapter 4). Then, the mass resolution formula can be rewritten as 

(5.14 ) 

a linear equation in S2 y4. a(TH d H d d ) from the muon data gives o oup- 0 0 n 

C= 0.00088. Using this value of C, Eq. 5.14 was fit to the measured 

widths of the proton peaks in the 80 amp data (Figs. l7a-23a) and the 

constants A and B determined. The agreement of this fitted function was 

not particularly good, especially in the higher S intervals. The fitted 

val ue for the multiple scattering coefficient A was A = 0.0015 as com-

pared with the value of the same quantity calculated in the ACRE I exper

iment (see Barber et uJ., 1980) as A = 0.00054. It was unlikely that the 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for S::: .35-.47, P =.425 GeV/c. av 

(a) top: combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for S = .47-.61, P = .611 GeV/c. 
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(a) top; combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for 13= .61-.71, P = .834 GeV/c. av 

(a) top; combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for B= .71-.81, P = 1.12 GeV/c. 
av 

(a) top; combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for 13= .81-.86, P = 1.44 GeV/c. av 

(a) top: combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom; +130 amp data. 
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Figure 22. 
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Mass distribution, no cuts, for S = .86-.91, P = 1.82 GeV/c. av 

(a) top: combined 80 amp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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38 

Mass distribution, no cuts, for B= .91-.95, P = 2.46 GeV/c. av 

(a) top: combined 80 alUp data; (b) bottom: +130 amp data. 
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multiple scattering in the ACRE II experiment could have been almost 

three times as big as the ACRE I experiment which had almost the same 

amount of material in the particle path. The value of the chamber reso-

lution parameter was likewise unrealistic. It was independently deter-

mined by looking at the width of the bend angle distribution for v=c 

particles with zero magnetic field. This distribution gave a value for 

2 the parameter as Bo(M/Z) = 0.0082 as compared to the fitted value of 

BoCM/Z)2 = 0..0.152. 

If the value of A determined in the ACRE I experiment and the 

value of Bo(M/Z)2 determined from the v=c field bend angle distribution 

are used, then a good fit of the mass resolution equation to the measured 

widths of the 80. amp proton mass distributions can be obtained only if a 

constant term D is added to the mass resolution formula where D repre-

sents a constant fractional error in 8: 

-4 5.14x1D 

13
2 

-3 (M)2 2 2 -4 2 2 + 8.2x1D Z 13 Y + 8.8xlD 13 y + D 

(5.15) 

A good fit of the above equation to the measured proton mass widths was 

obtained when D had a value of D = 0..00.73 \o[hich corresponds to a constant 

percentage error in the bend angle e of 8.5%. The results of this fit 

for the 80. amp data can be seen in Table 7. The source of this 8.5% 

error is unknown but several indications point to the chi-~quare program 

which fitted trajectory to find the momentum of each event. 

The accuracy of this final form of the mass resolution equation 

using these coefficients was tested by comparing its prediction of the 

widths of the 130. amp data with the measured widths of this data. The 



Figure 7. Mass resolution [cr(log(M*10/M(proton))]. 

cr(80 amp deuter-
S Pav proton cr(80 amp protons) ons, alphas) 

Interval (MeV/ c) obs. calc. calc. 

.47-.61 611 .11 .115 .154 

.61-.71 834 .13 .127 .188 

.71-.81 1121 .16 .150 .237 

.81-.86 1439 .18 .184 .301 

.86-.91 1820 .21 .229 .376 

cr(+130 amp protons) 
obs. calc. 

.09 .104 

.10 .110 

.13 .124 

.17 .148 

.18 .184 

cr(+130 amp deu-
. terons, alphas) 

calc . 

. 122 

.140 

.169 

.208 

.260 

00 
-...J 
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results as seen in Table 7 are very good. The mass resolution equation 

with these same coefficients was also used to generate the expected 

widths of the deuteron mass peaks at the two different current settings 

and are reproduced in Table 7. 

Proton Intensities 

The incident vertical differential momentum intensity for pro-

tons can be written as: 

= (5.16) 

where N is the net number of protons seen in the momentum interval ~P p 

around P during a sensitive time t for a detection apparatus which av s 

had a geometric acceptance of AQ(Pav) and an efficiency of detection E. 

Since M(P a)' e, and ts were different in the ACRE II experiment for 

each polarity and setting of the current in the magnet, I(P ) had to av 

be calculated separately for each current. 

To find the number of protons in each momentum interval (or 

corresponding S interval) in this experiment, histograms of the mass 

distributions for each interval and current were formed. Since these 

histograms were to be used to get absolute values of the proton inten-

sities, they had the minimum possible number of cuts. Muons with v=c 

were removed by rejecting any event which had a non-zero pulse height 

in R3 for all events with a B greater than 0.81. The smallest possible 

contribution to the widths of the mass distributions due to timing 

errors were obtained by requiring tindng information from both hodoscope 
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detectors for each event. This last cut did eliminate a number of pro-

tons and this effect was included in the determination of E. Also, this 

requirement slightly raised the lower velocity cutoff to S = 0.48 in the 

proton spectrum because protons with a velocity less than S = 0.48 were 

unable to reach Hododown due to ionization energy loss in the Octdown 

counter and would thus not trigger Hododown. Since the hodoscope 

timing information was much better than that of the Oct counters (see 

Table 3) and more importantly was an independent measurement of the TOF 

from that used in the trigger (which used both Oct counters), only the 

Hodoscope timing was used to calculate the velocities of these events. 

Examples of the mass distribution histograms with these cuts for the 

+130 amp data can be seen in Figures l7b-23b. Figures l7a-23a also 

have these cuts but are for the combined +80 and - 80 amp data. 

The number of protons in a mass peak was determined by simply 

counting the number of particles in each proton peak in these histograms 

between the limits of Log(M x 101M t ) = 0.80 to 1.18. This log-meas pro on 

arithmic form for the mass variable was chosen since it produced more 

nearly Gaussian plots of the mass distribution. It is also normalized 

to give a value of one for the mass of the proton. If the central two-

thirds area of each peak is assumed to be Gaussian, then it can be shown 

that these limits eliminate less than 1% of the protons in all S inter-

vals for all polarities and currents in the magnet. The backgrounds of 

these distributions were determined by counting the number of events 

between these same limits in the histograms of negati vely charged par-

ticles using these same cuts. This background was then subtracted to 

obtain the net number of protons in each peak. These backgrounds were 
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very small when compared to the number of protons and so any corrections 

for any + versus - charge asymmetry would be unimportant. These results 

are shown in Table 8. 

The AQ(P) of each momentum interval depended on the momentum P 

(see Appendix C and especially Fig. C.S) and is listed in Table 8. 

Note that at the different current settings the An for the same momentum 

intervals are different (see Appendix C, Eq. C. S) . This is the 

priEary reason for calculating the 80 amp and 130 amp intensities 

separately. 

The efficiency to detect protons, E, was the product of two 

factors. The first, Et ' was the fraction of proton events which had rg 

timing information from both hodoscopes. This was assumed to be the 

same for all events and had a value of 0.602 +/ - 0.041. The second 

factor in E was the efficiency of the spark chamber array to detect 

tracks, Echm' Calculation of this factor is covered in Appendix Band 

the results for each current and polarity setting are given in Table 8. 

The sensitive time of the e~periment, t s ' was the total time the 

data acquis-ition system was alive and waiting to acquire the next event 

trigger; that is, it was the total time the experiment was operated 

minus the dead time when the data acquisition system was busy processing 

events and was thus incapable of responding to any new events. twas s 

determined by dividing the total number of triggers, Nt ' seen during rg 

the time of operation of the experiment regardless of whether the data 

acquisition system was alive or not by the rate, r , at which the data acq 

acquisition system acquired events: 



Table 8. Proton intensity parameters. 

-P av 
M(Pav) 

S ~P cm2 sr Np 
interval MeV/c MeV/c 80 amp +80 amp 

.48-.61 618 209.0 25.6 1097 

.61-.71 834 224.0 26.8 1226 

.71-.81 1124 350.0 27.7 1265 

.81-.86 1439 285.3 28.4 503 

.86-.91 1820 478.4 28.6 389 

.91-.95 2457 795.7 28.8 189 

t ( +80) = 4.131 x 105 sec s 
5 t s ( -80) = 6.620 x 10 sec 

t (+130) 
6 

1.195 x 10 sec s 

t (-130) s 
5 2.638 x 10 sec 

Np 
-80 amp 

1467 

1596 

1701 

669 

539 

224 

E h ( +80) c m 

E h ( -80) c m 

E h (+130) c m 

Echm (-130) 

M(Pav) 
cm2 sr Np 
130 amp +130 amp 

21.1 1540 

24.2 1754 

26.1 1870 

26.9 736 

27.7 568 

28.4 279 

0.659 ± 0.62 

0.594 ± 0.091 

0.419 ± 0.074 

0.449 ± 0.056 

Np 
-130 amp 

310 

441 

526 

155 

133 

76 

~ -



t = N Ir s trg acq 

t for the different current settings is given in Table 8. s 
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(5.17) 

The proton intensity values at each momentum interval and for 

each current setting can now be calculated from Eq. 5.16 by using the 

parameters given in Table 8. The results of:these calculations are 

given in Table 9. Also presented in Table 9 are the results of combin-

ing all these values to give the best estimate of the proton intensity 

for "each momentum interval. The errors on all the intensity values are 

due to the uncertainties given with the pa.rameters in Table 8 and re-

flect the absolute uncertainty of the intensities. It can be shown, 

however, that the relative uncertainty of the intensities in different 

momentum intervals at the same current setting are evidently much 

smaller than the absolute uncertainties given in Table 9. This is due 

to the fact that the major contribution to the uncertainty of the abso-

lute value of an intensity in a particular momentum interval came from 

the uncertainty in the spark chamber detection efficiency, E h. Since c m 

Echm is the same for all values of momentum at a particular current 

setting it acts as a normalization factor and its error will thus not 

contribute to the relative uncertainty of the proton intensities of dif-

ferent momentum intervals for the same current setting. Figure 24 shows 

a plot of the combined proton intensities for each momentum interval 

with just the statistical errors being used for weighting. These 

plotted points, while they may have a normalization error, are thus the 

hest estimates for the shape of the proton intensity curve. Also shown 



Table 9. 

S 
interval 

.48-.61 

.61-.71 

.71-.81 

.81-.86 

.86- .91 

.91-.95 

Proton incident vertical differential momentum intensities at mountain altitudes. 

2 747 g/cm • but see text. I (P) : l/cm 2 x sr x sec x GeV/c. 

Pay I (Pav) I (Pav) I (Pav) I (Pav) I (Pav) 
(MeV/c) +80 amp +80 amp +130 amp -130 amp comb. currents 

618 1.24(±0.ls) 1.15 (±O .19) 1.15 (±O. 22) 9.81 (±1. 50) 1.12(±0.08S) 
x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-4 x 10-3 

834 1.24(±0.15) 1.12(±·0.19) 1.07(±0.20) 1.14 (±O .17) 1.16(±0.087) 

x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-3 x 10-3 

1121 7.89(±0.94) 7.39(±1.2S) 6.76 (±1. 29) 8.04 (±1.19) 7.60(±0.57) 

x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 

1439 3.77(±0.47) 3.47(±0.60) 3.17(±0.61) 2.82(±0.46) 3.30(±0.26) 

x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 

1820 1. 72 (±O. 22) 1. 66 (±O. 29) 1. 42 (±O. 28) 1.40 (±O. 23) 1.56(±0.12) 

x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 x 10-4 

2457 S.00(±0.66) 4.11(±0.74) 4.08(±0.81) 4.69(±0.86) 4.51(±0.38) 

x 10-5 x 10-5 x 10-5 x 10-5 x 10-5 

\D 
VI 
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Figure 24. Relative proton intensities. 

Data from this experiment -may have some overall normaliza
tion error. Statistical errors only have been determined 
for this data and are too small to be seen on the above 
figure. Data from the ACRE I experiment are also shown for 
comparison. Error bars on these data are also statistical. 
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on this figure are the data for the absolute proton intensities found by 

the ACRE I experiment. 

It should be stated here that while this experiment was operated 

at a mountain altitude corresponding to an atmospheric thickness of 747 

g/cm2, all events, in order to fit the trigger requirements, traversed 

an additional 21 g/cm2 of material in the experimental array and roof of 

the building before entering the momentum measuring volume of the array. 

Antiprotons 

Unlike protons whose signal was far above the background in the 

uncut data (see Figs. 17-23), the antiproton signal was buried deep 

within it. This background consisted at high S's of mistimed muons and 

at low S of protons that were multiple scattered to negative angles and 

events which had incorrect track assignments. To reduce this background 

and bring out the antiprotons, cuts were made to the data. 

The first cuts made had to do with timing. Since the velocity 

of each event was determined by the time of flight from the Hod'oup coun

ter to the Hododown counter, a mistimed signal from either counter would 

cause an incorrect velocity to be calculated which would then produce an 

incorrect mass determination for that event. To discriminate against 

such events three timing cuts which used information from the Octup, 

Octdown, and Mid counters were utilized. The first two cuts compared 

the relative timing of each hodoscope counter to the Oct counter 

directly above it, The time of flight of a particle between two such 

counters was very small for all velocities of interest (v > O. 48c) and 

the measured distribution of such time of flights between them had a 
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width due entirely to the individual widths of the two counters. These 

total widths (0 (Oct i - Hodoi ) i = up ,down) were measured for both sets of 

Oct and Hodo counters and a chi-square value was formed for each set 

which was defined as 

2 
X· ~ 2 o. 

~ 

[i up,down] (5.18) 

A similar chi-square was formed by looking at the difference between 

the time of flight as measured from the Octup counter to the Mid counter 

and the appropriately scaled time of flight between the two hodoscope 

detectors. These three chi-squares were then used to cut the data to 

reduce background due to timing errors. Any events which exceeded a 

95% chi-squared probability limit of any of these three chi-squares was 

rejected. This limit was calculated from the proton data and was found 

to have a value.of 4.0 for all three chi-squares. A further cut, again 

at the 95% limit, was made to the sum of these three chi-squares and 

this limit was found to have a value of 10.5. 

Events with bad bend angles due to multiple scattering or incor-

rect track assignment were rejected by a series of three more cuts. The 

first was a cut on the difference in impact parruneters between the 

upper and lower fitted X tracks, ~b. The distribution of ~b for protons 

appeared to consist of two Gaussian curves of different widths, both 

centered at lsb = o. Most events appeared to occur in a very narrow 

Gaussian distribution underneath which was a much broader and lower 

amplitude distribution. It was assumed that the events in the wide 

distribution were due to multiple scattering or poor track selection. 
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The narrow distribution was dominant for -1 cm < ~b < +1 cm, which 

corresponds to the cut on Ab. This cut plus the timing cut had the 

effect of reducing the number of events in the proton peaks by about 

one third. 

The next two cuts applied to the data were again an attempt to 

eliminate had tracks. The first was a cut at the 95% level on the chi-

square of the fit of the straight Y track. The other was a similar cut 

at the 95% level of the chi-square of the fit of the momentum to the 

total track. These last two cuts eliminated approximately a further 10% 

of the remaining events in the proton peaks. 

The last cut performed was to eliminate all events in all S 

intervals which had a pulse in Range 3. This was an attempt to cut 

totally all muon contamination and, while it may have preferentially 

eliminated some antiprotons as opposed to protons, it would only serve 

to cause an underestimation of the antiproton intensities and would only 

affect the two highest 13 intervals (v> O. 81c) . All these cuts left a 

total of 21 events with negative charges within ± 6 standard deviations 

(cr ) of the antiproton ~ass which had 13 between 0.48 and 0.86. The cr 
p p 

values used here are those measured from the proton mass peaks in each 

of the separate 13 intervals. Using the logarithmic mass scale and the 

above mentioned cr , the events remaining after all the cuts are shown 
p 

in Fig. 25 where the combined 80 amp and combined 130 amp data are shown 

separately. 

Before the negatively charged +130 and -130 amp events could be 

search for antiprotons, their ~ass scales had to be corrected. As can 

he seen in Figs. 17-23, the center of the proton mass peaks for the 
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+130 amp data shifted lower as f3 increased. The -130 data were found to 

shift in the opposite direction. These shifts, not seen in any of the 

80 amp data, were presumably due to the incorrect alignment of the 

coordinates of the chamber closest to the magnet (see Appendix D). This 

alignment error resulted in a constant error in the bend angle and thus 

a constant error in the reciprocal of the momentum. Such an error would 

thus result in the observed shifting in the proton mass peaks with 

velocity. Figure 25 shows the negatively charged events after they have 

been corrected for this error. 

As this figure shows, the 130 amp data are, e~cept for the 

highest velocity interval, clean of any spurious background. This 

presumably is due to its higher field which sweeps out most of the low 

energy muons which are a source of contamination seen in the 80 am data. 

Three clear antiproton events are seen in the 130 amp data. The proba-

bility that three such events would be seen within ± 1.8, ± 0.9, and 

± 0.9 a in a ± 6 a interval is 7 x 10-3. 
P P 

The ± 80 amp runs collected approximately twice as many protons 

as the ± 130 amp runs, and, although some spurious background is pres-

ent, the numbers of events \.,ri thin ± 2 a of the antiproton mass corrobo
p 

rate the ± 130 amp results. In fact, in the 0.71-0.81 f3 interval, the 

probability that 4 out of 6 random background events would be positioned 

within ± 0.1, ± 0.1, ± 0.6, and ± 0.9 a in a ± 6 a interval is 6 x 10-
5
. 

P P 
The lowest interval in the combined 80 amp and 130 amp data had 

no events in the ± 2 a interval around the antiproton mass. There were 
p 

2249 protons in this B interval after all the cuts were applied. Thus 

an upper limit at the 90% confidence level for the pip ratio of 
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1.06 x 10-
3 

can be estimated for this interval., In the 01.61-0.71, 

0.71-0.81, and 0.81-0.86 13 intervals the 80 amp data had some spurious 

background and so only the 130 amp data is usec~ to calculate the pIp 

ratio. The highest interval, because of its l~rge background, was used 

only to calculate an upper limit for the pIp r~tio based 'upon four 

events within ± 1 0p of the antiproton mass. The results of these cal

culations can be seen in Table 10 and are shown in Fig. 26. The error 

bars for these data designate the 90% confiden~e limits. I Since the 

proton intensities are also known (Table 9), they can be:used to calcu-

late the p intensities. These intensities are also giveI1l in Table 10 

and are further shown in Fig. 27. As an added note, in the 0.86-0.91 13 

interval of the 1.30 amp data, the events near ·-3.6 0p can be attributed 

to K mesons. 

As can be seen in Fig. 27, these p int~nsities are two orders of 

magnitude above the Monte Carlo calculations of Barber (1976) which used 

the p production cross section estimates of Bapwhar and !Golden (1974) to 

predict the p intensities at mountain altitude. These cross section 

estimates have recently been shown to have beep in errorl (Gaisser and 

Mauger, 1982). but the corrected cross section,S only ser:ve to enhance the 

observed disagreement between the calculated curve and the measured data. 

Recent balloon-borne experiments by Buffington et al. (1981) and Bogomolov 

2 2 et al. (1979) while at 11 g/cm of atmospheric depth compared to 747 g/cm 

for this exper.iment also found low energy p fluxes 5ubst:antially higher 

than the available calculations for that depth. The Boglomolov experiment 

measured the pIp ratios in the 2-5 GeV range a,nd found Vialues about a fac-

tor of five above the best calculations (Tan a,nd Ng, 198i3). Buffington's 



Table 10. Antiproton intensity parameters. 

90% confidence levels. 

Number of Number of 
f3 Pav remaining antiprotons 

interval (MeV/c) protons in ± 2 cr p 

.48-.61 618 2249 0 

.61-.71 834 855 1 

.71-.81 ll21 840 1 

.81-.86 1439 303 1 

.86-.91 1820 772 0 

Second, third, and fourth intervals combined: 

.61-.86 1050 1998 3 

pip 
ratio 

$ 1. 06 x 10 -3 

1.2(+3.4,-1.0) x 10 -3 

1.2(+3.4,-1.1) x 10 -3 

3.3(+9.6,-2.9) x 10 -3 

$ 1.5 x 10 -2 

-3 1.5(+1.85,-0.95) x 10 

Antiproton 

(l/cm 
2 intensities 

x sr x sec x (GeV/c)) 

~ 1.15 x 10 -6 

1.3(+3.9,-1.2) x 10 -6 

9(+25,-8) x 10 -7 

1.0(+3.0,-0.9) x 10 -6 

~ 2.4 x 10 -6 

-6 1.1(+1.3,-0.7) x 10 

..... 
o ..... 
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Figure 26. Antiproton to proton intensity ratios at 747 g/cm2 

atmospheric depth. 

From this work except 0 from Buffington e; al. (1981) 
scaled by a factor [SO g/cm2]/ [(2) (5 g/cm-) + 11 g/cm2]. 
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Figure 27. Antiproton vertical intensity versus momentum at 747 g/cm
2 

atmospheric depth. 

Error bars: 
Solid curve: 

90% confidence limits from this work. 
calculation by Barber et al. (1980). 
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measurement, however, has been even more troublesome. It is about an 

order of magnitude above the best calculations (Tan and Ng, 1983) and at 

a very low energy, 150-300 MeV, where all the antiproton flux calibrations 

indicate a rapid falling of the secondary p production in the 5 g/cm2 

of interstellar matter and 11 g/cm2 of atmosphere above his detector. 

Attempts to explain this discrepancy by postulating new primary sources 

of antiprotons have been made (Ahlen et al., 1982; Protheroe, 1981, 1982; 

Stephens, 1981), but so far none seem to reproduce adequately the 

observed p spectrum (Tan and Ng, 1983). 

Since the interaction cross section of p is higher than that of 

protons, it can be seen that the p seen at mountain altitudes must be 

predominantly of secondary origin, being mostly produced in the 50 g/cm2 

of atmosphere directly above the ACRE II array by a hadron spectrum simi

lar to the primary proton spectrum. If it is assumed that the p detected 

by Buffington are also of secondary origin, they would be produced in 

2 (5 g/cm2) of interstellar matter (the factor of two is due to the 

decay to antiprotons of all antineutrons produced in interstellar space) 

+ 11 g/cm2 of atmosphere or 21 g/cm2 . If the Buffington measurement is 

thus scaled by a factor of (50 g/cm2)/(21 g/cm2) it can be compared with 

the data from this experiment. This has been done and can be seen in 

Fig. 27. The agreement is remarkably good. This implies that in order 

to understand the observed p fluxes seen by Buffington and this experi

ment, improved models for p and n production and propagation through 

matter are needed. 
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Deuterons 

There were two sources of background which obscured the deuteron 

mass distributions. The first was due to randomly distributed spurious 

events, and the second was caused by contamination by the upper tail of 

the proton mass peak. Since both of these sources of background were 

much reduced in the 130 amp data as compared to the 80 amp data, only 

the 130 amp data were utilized in determining the deuteron flux inten-

sities. 

Using the logarithmic form of the mass variable, Lm, the proton 

peaks were centered at Lm(proton) = 1.00. After use of the antiproton 

cuts (see below), the widths of the proton mass peaks were observed to 

be reduced by about half of those listed in Table 7 and for all velocity 

intervals in the 130 amp data all widths were found to be less than 0.09. 

The deuteron mass peak appeared at 

Lm(deuteron) = Log(Md t • 101M t ) = 1. 30 eu eron pro on 

with estimated widths which varied from 0.06 in the lowest velocity 

interval (13 = 0.48-0.61) to 0.13 in the highest (13 = 0.86-0.91). The 

tails of the proton and deuteron mass distributions thus overlapped by 

increasing amounts as 13 increased. Since the proton distribution had 

several orders of magnitude more events than did the deuteron distribu-

tions, it was decided to determine dlrectly only the number of deuterons 

that were at least two ap above the center of the proton peak, that is, 

above 1.18. With this lower limit the deuteron mass interval extended 

from Lm = 1.18 to 2 ad t above the center of the deuteron distribu-eu eron 

tion, Lm = 1. 30. 
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To reduce spurious background the 130 amp data was subjected to 

the same cuts as were used in the antiproton analysis. The effective-

ness of these cuts in reducing the spurious background was determined by 

looking for events that were in the deuteron mass range but had negative 

charge. One such event was found in the lowest S interval (S = 0.48-0.61), 

two in the S = 0.81-0.86 interval, and four were found in the S = 0.81-0.91 

interval. No negatively charged events were found in the deuteron mass 

range in any of the other S intervals. These cuts thus eliminated nearly 

all the spurious background in the deuteron mass range, especially in 

all but the highest S intervals. 

The background contribution due to the upper tail of the proton 

distribution was estimated by counting the number of protons in the 

symmetric position in the lower tail of the proton mass peak, that is, 

below Lm = 0.82. 

The two sources of background, that due to spurious events and 

to protons, were then subtracted from the number of events seen in the 

Lm = 1.18 to 1. 30 pI us 2 ad t mass range to determine the total eu eron 

number of deuterons. The results of these calculations can be seen in 

Table 11 and Fig. 28. The highest two S intervals have only upper 

limits calculated for them since their backgrounds were comparable to 

the number of deuterons calculated to have been observed. All errors in 

this table are statistical and the upper limits are at the 90% confidence 

level. The solid curves in Fig. 28 are those calculated by Kinoshita and 

Price (1981) for differential deuteron and alpha particle intensities at 

an atmospheric depth of 603 g/cm2 with the deuteron curve being a refine-

ment to the dashed curve calculated by Barber et al. (1980). 



Table 11. Deuteron intensity parameters. 

130 amp data; upper limits at 90% confidence level. 

Events in 
S Pav deuteron Deuteron Net no. of No. of 

interval (MeV/c) interval background deuterons protons 

.48-.61 1236 13 1 12 755 

.61-.71 1669 37 4 33 8SS 

.71-.81 2242 34 12 22 840 

.81-.86 2878 12 16 < 2.8 303 

.86-.91 3642 17 18 < 8.6 2S9 

Deuteron/Proton 
ratio 

1.6(±0.5) x 10 -2 

3.8(±0.7) x 10 
-2 

2.6(±0.8) x 10 -2 

::; 3.4 x 10 -2 

~ 3.3 x 10 -2 

Deuteron intensities 
(1/cm2 x sr x sec 

x (GeV/c)) 

6.8(±0.2) x 10 -6 

1.8(±0.3) x 10 -5 

9.0(±3.0) x 10 -6 

~ 5.0 x 10 -6 

~ 2.4 x 10 -6 

~ 

o 
--..J 
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t: c 
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Figure 28. Deuteron and alpha particle differential energy spectra. 

Solid curves from Kinoshita and Price (1981). Dashed curve 
from Barber (1980). Upper limits at 90% confidence limit. 
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To compare our data to this curve, our intensities were scaled up by a 

(-603/125) (-747/125) . factor of e /e = 3.2 to compensate for the 1nc:.eased 

hadron flux at the higher altitude. The agreement of our data with this 

curve is very good. 

Alpha Particles 

Determination of the flux of alpha particles was hampered by the 

fact that alpha particles share the same charge to mass ratio as deuter-

ons. This caused them to appear in the mass plots (where all events 

were assumed to be charge Z=l) in the same position as deuterons. To 

separate the alpha particles from the deuterons, a Z determination for 

each event had to be made using the dE/dx pulse height information (see 

the section on Charge determination) from the Oct and Hodoscope counters. 

This charge determination, though, became difficult due to saturation 

effects in the photomultiplier tubes of these counters and resulted in 

no clear separation between Z=l and Z=2 events. A plot of the distribu-

tion of the charges of events in the proton peaks calculated from the 

hodoscope pulse heights displayed a smoothly falling tail extending well 

above charge Z=2. The 95% point for these plots occured at Z=1.56, and 

it was decided to use this point as a reasonable cutoff level. 

A mass plot was made of the 130 amp data which had undergone the 

cuts used in the antiproton analysis and which further satisfied the 

following requirement: only events which had a pulse height in either 

Octup or Hodoup which indicated a charge greater than 1.56 and which had 

a pulse height in either Octdown or Hododown which also indicated a 

charge greather than 1.56 were included in the mass plot. If an 
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appreciable number of alpha particles were in the data, they should 

appear at the deuteron mass value of Lm = 1.30 in this plot. Study of 

this mass plot revealed that the number of events seen in the deuteron 

mass range when compared with the number of protons which survived the 

charge cut was consistent with the hypothesis that the events in the 

deuteron mass range were deuterons with unusually high pulse heights 

in the scintillation counters. Thus, no alpha particles were seen in 

the data and upper limits at the 90% confidence level for the alpha/ 

-3 proton ratios of 1. 4 x 10 for the 13 interval 13 = 0.48-0.71 and 

-3 1.6 x 10 for the 13 interval 13 = 0.71-0.91 could be determined. This 

corresponds to upper limits of the alpha vertical intensities for these 

-7 2 13 intervals of I (alpha; 13=0.48-0.71) $; 6.0 x 10 (l/cm x sr x sec x 

-7 2 GeV/c) and I (alpha; 13 = 0.71-0.91) :::: 1.6 x 10 (l/cm x sr x sec x 

GeV/c). The comparison of the lower interval with the calculation by 

Kinoshita and Price (1981) is shown in Fig. 28. This upper limit appears 

to be consistent with an extrapolation of the calculated alpha particle 

intensity curve. 

Conclusion 

The results of this experiment have important ramifications in 

several areas of cosmic ray physics. The overabundance of antiprotons 

found compared to the predicted intensities indicates that a new look 

at these calculations must be made. The overabundance also tends to 

confirm the measurements of Buffington et a1. (1981) at balloon a1ti-

tudes and thus indicates that the calculations of antiproton production 

and annihilation in both interstellar and atmospheric matter' need 



attention. One possible source of error in the presently available 

antiproton intensity calculations could be their use of P + P = P + 

anything cross section data for the antiproton production. Perhaps 

III 

a better fit to the data could be achieved in P + nucleus = p + anything 

cross section data were used instead. 

The proton and deuteron results from this experiment match very 

well the previously calculated and measured spectrum for these particles. 

This provides a strong argument for the validity of the antiproton data. 

The upper limits found for the alpha particle fluxes seem to agree well 

with the calculated curve of Kinoshita and Price (1981) and seem to 

bring into doubt the alpha particle results of Barber et al. (1980). 

It is clear that a further measurement of the antiproton flux 

at mountain altitude would be of great use. This new experiment should 

attempt to collect at least an order of magnitude more antiprotons than 

did this present experiment in order to obtain their energy spectrum. 

Several major improvements to the ACRE II experiment could substantially 

improve the antiproton detection efficiency of the apparatus. One 

improvement would be to replace the wire spark chambers with mu1tiwire 

proportional chambers or drift chambers. This would eliminate the prob

lems encountered in the ACRE II experiment in the chambers closest to 

the magnet. Additional chambers would also increase the ability of the 

array to discriminate against events which undergo multiple scattering. 

Another improvement would be to add detectors which would increase 

dramatically the ability of the array to determine the charge of an 

event, A last suggestion would be to increase the depth and resolution 
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of the range counter stack which would help in confirming the identity 

of antiproton events. 



APPENDIX A 

MAGNETIC FIELD CALCULATION 

To calculate the propagation of a particle through the magnetic 

field of the ACRE superconducting magnet, it is first necessary to be 

able to calculate that field at any position in space where that particle 

might go. The design of the magnet attempted to make this task simple 

by requiring axial symmetry in the magnet by avoiding all ferrous mate

rial that might affect the field in the volume of interest. These 

requirements resulted in an axially symmetric field. which implies that 

the field at each point has only two components, BZ and BR, the third, 

Be' being by symmetry zero. Following this same reasoning, these two 

components themselves will be functions of only two of the cylindrical 

coordinates, Rand Z. Since the field is not a function of the azimuthal 

variable, all that is required to totally describe the field is a knowl

edge of both field components on the two-dimensional R,Z plane. 

Magnetic Field On-Axis 

In the next section an algorithm will be presented that can cal

culate on a computer the field of the magnet. This method is capable 

of calculating the field off or on axis but takes a large amount of 

computer time per map position to do so. A quick and simple method for 

calculating on axis would save time and is thus desirable. 

113 
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The ACRE magnet may be considered to consist of four coaxial 

rectangular cross section coils, two sets of two concentric coils 

separated by 22.38 cm, each having a different homogeneous current 

densi ty (see Fig. 3). To find the fiel d due to thi s arrangement, the 

field at coordinate Z on axis of a single "zero" cross section coil of 

radius a, current I, is first found. By the symmetries involved, only 

the Z component of the field is non-zero on the axis with the element of 

field, dB Z' due to an element of the current loop, D1, being 

dB Z (R=O) I dl cos e 
c r 

Integrating around the loop gives 

B (R=O) z 
27fI 

c 

2 
a 

2 2 a + Z ] . (A. 1) 

(A.2) 

Integrating this loop over the area of a rectangular cross section coil 

(modifying the current to be a current density times element of area), 

the field due to the coil can be found to be 

where 

B (R=O) z 
27fI --c 

Z-B 
I and Y2 

and AI' A
2

, Bl , B2 are the dimensions of the coil (see Fig. 3). 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The 
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field on-axis to the ACRE magnet can now be found by summing the fialds 

due to four different coils (see Fig. A.I). 

Magnetic Field Off-Axis 

As with the on-axis field, it is first necessary to find the 

field off axis of a current loop of current I. This result can be found 

in Jackson (1975) and is repeated briefly here. 

The current density of a current loop in spherical coordinates 

of a coil lying in the X,Y plane has only the ~ component 

Jcp 
I o(cos e') Crt-a) 

a Ia radius of loop] . (A.S) 

With just this ~ component the magnetic potential, A, also has only a 

cp component and looks like 

Acp(r,e) CA.6) 

\vhere 

Ix-x'i [i+r,2-2rr' (cosecos~' + sinesine' cos cp,]1/2 CA.7) 

If we define 

4ar sin e (A.8) 
2 2 2 . e a + r + ar Sln 

and the elliptic integrals 

K CA.9a) 
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Figure A.l, Calculated magnetic field of the ACRE II magnet. 

With 100 amperes in the coils. 
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substitution into Eq. A.6 results in 

4Ia 
= 

The magnetic fields due to A~ are 

B 1 (sin 
aA~ 

= e -a- + A~ r r sin e 

aA' 
_ A~ 

Be 
1 (r ----.!) = r ar r 

[(2-k2)K(k)-2E(k)] 
k

2 

cos e) 

and Br and Be transform to cylindrical coordinates by 

= cos e B 
r sin e Be 
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(A.9a) 

(A.IO) 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

To proceed from here and derive a result for the field due to a rectangu-

lar cross section coil by integrating the current loop result over the 

appropriate areas is the next obvious step. The problem with this is 

that the above solution is very difficult to integrate analytically. 

What can be done instead is to integrate it numerically on a computer. 

The numerical integration was accomplished by dividing up the 

cross sectional area of a coil into approximately square elements of 

equal area. The current going through each of these elements was 
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calculated and it was assumed that each element could be approximated by 

a current loop positioned at the center of the element carrying this 

current. The total field due to the coil was then found by summing the 

fields produced by the current loops of all the elements. Since the 

original decision as to the number of elements to divide the coil into 

was arbitrary, the above sequence was then repeated but with each element 

having half its pl'evious area, which doubled the number of elements and 

thus the numb.er of current loops and halved the current in each lOop. 

This doubling should increase the accuracy of the current loop approxi

mation and produce calculated fields closer to the correct value. The 

above sequence was repeated with the number of elements being doubled 

each time until the desired accuracy was obtained. The decision as to 

when this occurred was made by comparing the calculated field results 

of the most recent sequence with those of the previous one. When the 

difference between these calculated values became smaller than 0.0001 

gauss with the coil current at 100 amp, the series was considered to 

have converged. 

The results of this algoritrun can be seen in Fig. A.I for the 

ACRE magnet with 100 amp. At different current settings the fields 

scale directly with the current. 

Magnetic Field Fitting 

As mentioned in the section that described the construction of 

the magnet, the components of the ACRE superconducting magnet field were 

measured at a number of positions on two parallel plates which were 

mounted on oppo5,i te sides of the magnet. These measurements were 
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required in order to determine the actual current in the magnet and 

thus the actual field strength at the different current and polarity 

settings during the data taking. These measurements also helped to 

mon~tor the possible field decay of the magnet (none was seen even over 

the longest period at one current setting, over a month). The measure

ments were thus made at least once per current setting. These measure

ments were also analyzed to give the position of the coils within the 

magnet with respect to ;the plates. 

The actual field fitting used the same chi-squared minimization 

algorithm that was described in the section on momentum fitting. In 

this case', however, the measured values were the magnitudes and direc

tions of the field components at a number of places on the two plates 

and the function used to predict these values was the one outlined above 

that calculated for the magnetic field of the magnet anywhere in space. 

The parameters that the function used and that the chi-square algorithm 

varied in order to get the best fit of the calculated field to ,the 

measured values were the current in the magnet and the X,Y,Z position 

of the magnet coils with respect to the plates. 



APPENDIX B 

TRACK DETECTION EFFICIENCY 

In order to calculate the absolute fluxes of various species of 

particles from the data, the absolute efficiency of the chamber array to 

detect tracks must be known. The first step in determining how to calcu

late this efficiency is to recognize the sequence by which the tracks 

were identified. A good track was determined by first finding a track 

of at least three sparks in the Y view which had at least one of these 

sparks in a chamber above the magnet. Once this track was found, then 

two tracks, one above the magnet and one Lelow, of at least two sparks 

each were sought in the X view. These two tracks had to meet the further 

criterion that the difference in their impact parameters was smaller than 

4 cm. An equivalent way of saying this is that a four-spark track (~hich 

could bend in the center) of at least four sparks, two of which had to 

be above the magnet and two below, was needed in the X view. This 

appears to be a complex definition but as will be seen it can be broken 

down into fairly simple components. 

Y Track Detection Efficiency 

A Y track was defined as having been found when at least three 

sparks in the Y view formed a straight line. The probability for the 

array to detect such a track can be written as 

120 
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probtotal (Y) = ProbY3 + ProbY4 + ProbYs + ProbY
6 (B.l) 

where ProbYn is the probability for the array to detect a good track with 

exactly n of its chambers. 

The probability for detecting a track of exactly three sparks 

will consist of terms of the form 

PY(i)oPY(j)oPY(k)o(l-PY(t))o(l-PY(m))o(l-PY(n)) 

(B.2) 

where PY (i) is the probabi li ty for the i' th chamber to detect the Y 

track and the term (l-PY(m)) is the probability for the m'th chamber to 

not detect the Y track. Thus Eq. B.2 is the probability that chambers 

i,j,k detect the Y track and chamber t,m,n do not. Using this notation. 

the probability to detect the Y track with exactly three chambers becomes 

4 5 645 6 
Prob Y3 L L L L L L PY(i.j.k.I,m.n) 

i=l j=i+l k=j+l t=l m=~+l n=m+l 
(B.3) 

The probabilities for exactly four or five or six chambers detecting the 

Y track look similar. 

The PY(i) are found from the data by looking at those tracks 

which are initially found without using the i'th chamber but which still 

. satisfy all the normal track criteria. All such tracks have a high prob-

ability of being real tracks and if the data are fitted again but this 

time using the i'th chamber, then the fraction of these good tracks that 

the i'th chamber sees will be its efficiency for seeing good tracks. 
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To insure that one spark is above the magnet, the Prob Y3 term 

must be modified by subtracting the probability of finding a track having 

exactly three sparks all below the magnet. There is only one way to do 

this and its term is 

PY3 (below) (1-PY(1))o(1-PY(2))"(1-PY(3))"PY(4)·Py(s)"PY(6) . (B.4) 

The four, five, and six spark tracks inherently have at least one spark 

above the magnet and so do not need similar corrections. 

With this term the total probability for the array to detect a 

Y track with at least one spark above the magnet becomes 

Probtotal(Y) ProbY3 + ProbY4 + ProbYs + ProbY6 - PY3(below) . (B.s) 

X Track Efficiency 

An X track was defined as a track of two or three sparks above 

the magnet and another of two or three sparks below the magnet whose 

impact parameters differed by less than 4 cm. The probability for the 

array to see the top and bottom tracks can be written as 

Probt (X) op 

Probbot (X) 

= (B.6a) 

(B.6b) 

where prootopX2 is the probability of detecting an X track in the top 

three chambers of exactly two sparks which fulfills the impact parameter 

requirement. In terms of the individual chamber efficiences PX(i), 



Eq. B.6a becomes 

Probt (X) op PX(1)"PX(2)o(1-PX3))+PX(1)"(1-PX(2))oPX3+(1-PX(1)) 
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oPX(2) "PX(3)+PX(1)oPX(2) oPX(3) (B.7) 

where the last term is for a track of exactly three sparks. The form of 

Eq. B.6b is similar. 

The total probability for the array to detect the X track after 

the Y track is found is 

(B.8) 

and the total probability or, in other words, the efficiency for the 

array to detect tracks is 

Probtotal = (B.9) 

For the ACRE II array Probtotal(Y) was always above 95%. This reflects 

the redundancy inherent when six chambers are used to look for a three-

spark track, Such a track is almost certain to be found. The X tracks, 

on the other hand, do not enjoy this redundancy and with chamber 2 only 

partially working and chamber 5 not working at all, the X track effi-

ciency was often below 50% and sometimes below 40%. With the Y track 

efficiency almost 1, the total array efficiency rested mainly on its 

ability to detect the X tracks. This efficiency varied mainly as the 

efficiency of chamber 2 fluctuated. 



APPENDIX C 

MONTE CARLO OF SPECTROMETER GEOMETRICAL ACCEPTANCE 

In order to relate the results of a particle counter array 

experiment to absolute particle f1uxes,and not be limited to just rela

tive intensities, it is necessary to have a measure of the geometrical 

acceptance of an array. A definition for a quantity to represent this 

measure can be found by looking at the terms that contribute to the 

observed counting rate. The counting rate can be represented by 

(Crannell and Onnes, 1971): 

CR (C.1) 

where the double integral is over the geometrical constraints of the 

counter array, 1(8,$) is the external different{al flux intensity to be 

measured, and j is a unit vector in the direction of the flux. For iso

tropic flUX, the intensity 1(8,$) becomes a constant F and we get 

CR F II j.dA dst (C.2) 

The double integral now includes all geometrical terms, is dependent 

only on them, and is thus a constant independent of the flux. This 

constant is our measure of the geometrical acceptance, or more literally, 

124 
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the area solid-angle product of the array, which is generally abbrevi· 

ated to An: 

CR FAn (C.3) 

To obtain the An of a particle detector array, one could do the required 

double integral analytically. This turns out to be easy only for geo

metrically simple arrays. For complex arrays which may be nonsymmetric, 

use irregular shaped defining areas, or have particle-track-bending 

magnetic fields included (in which case geometric acceptance becomes a 

function of momentum), Monte-Carlo techniques must be utilized. 

The basic method for calculating An using Monte-Carlo methods is 

to model the particle detector array mathematically on a computer and 

then to generate, using a random number generator, an isotropic flux of 

particles (one at a time) incident on the first defining area of this 

array, These particles are then propagated through the modeled array 

to the point where they exit the array. Only a certain number will exit 

through the last defined area, and these particles would then be the 

ones which have the appropriate combination of initial characteristics 

to be detected by the whole array. The ratio of this number to the 

total number incident is proportional to the An of the array. The actual 

An is then calculated byrnultiplying by a normalization constant. The 

calculation of this constant will be covered later. 

Description of the An Monte-Carlo Program 

A Monte-Carlo program to calculate the An of the ACRE II experi

ment array (see Fig. 2) was developed. It was designed to be a general 

purpose An program able to accommodate arrays with various nonsimple 
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geometries (limited only to defining planes which are parallel) and 

magnetic fields. The ACRE array has all these characteristics: non-

rectangular defining areas (octagonal shaped detectors), lack of axial 

symmetry (offset spark chambers), and nonsimple magnetic fields (a 

slightly nonsymmetric Helmholtz-pair superconducting magnet). 

The program itself is an adaptation of one written by Hemmer 

and Crannell (1973) which was applicable only for arrays without magne-

tic fields having rectangular parallel defining areas which are symme-

tric under 180 degrees rotation about the ,axis of the array. The 

present program, written in FORTRAN IV-PLUS for a PDP-ll/34 running 

RSXll-M in an overlay format, is a revamping 'of this program with 

explanatory comments added and some improvements in efficiency. 

The operation of the program begins with the input of the exper-

imental file. This file contains the dimensions of the array defining 

areas and their separations. For the ACRE experiment this includes 

octagonally-shaped scintillation detectors and rectangular spark cham-

bers, magnet apertures, and internal obstructions, any of which my be 

offset in the X and Y directions. 

The momentum assigned to all the incoming particles is requested 

next. This is needed for particle detector arrays which have trajectory-

bending magnetic fields. The An of these arrays will be momentum-

dependent; by running the program at a number of different momenta, this 

dependency can be determined. It should be noted that the angle of 

deflection that a particle experiences due to a magnetic field is 

e fB·dl 
-p- (C.4) 
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where IB- dl is the integral over the particle's path and B is the trans

verse field felt by the particle along this path. 

The IB·dl is directly proportional to the current creating the 

field, and thus for constant deflection angle ,the momentum P scales 

as the current for air-core magnets. This means that the dependence of 

A with momentum at one current I can be directly related to that at 

another current I' by substituting a scaled momentum, i.e., 

= 
pol' c-) 

I 

Particle Propagation 

(C.S) 

The prograTh now enters its main particle propagation loop. It 

starts by generating a particle incident on the first detector at a 

random point with random angles of incidence in the e and ~ directions. 

A note should be made here about computer-generated random 

numbers. These numbers are not random in the statistical sense but 

are rather pseudo-random. Mathematical algorithms are employed to 

generate these numbers. This pseudo-randomness is in general useful 

in that the same sequence of numbers can be generated over and over, 

which is helpful in debugging programs. Their disadvantage is that 

they are random only to a certain degree. If their randomness is tested 

with sufficient sensitivity, problems may arise. This occurred during 

the initial running of the An program. It was found that there was a 

small correlation between the values returned on even cells to the 

random number generator. This correlation caused unexpected bumps in 

the particle distrbutions with position in the X views of the ACRE array. 
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The problem was rectified by inserting a random number of calls (lor 

2) to the random number generator before accepting a returned value. 

A second caution about the use of random number generators in 

Monte-Carlo models should also be included here. When a Monte-Carlo 

routine is run a number of times with differing starting parameters in 

order to find the dependence of the results with these paraweters (as 

was done to find the dependence of An upon momentum), it is important 

to use a different sequence of random numbers for each run. This 

guarantees that the results will have the proper statistical indepen

dence. Using the same sequence will restrict the results (and their 

errors) to a special case which may accidentally be far away from the 

"correct" value. 

After generating a particle at the first level of the array, 

the particle is propagated through space (and any magnetic field con

tained therein) to the next level. Here the particle's X,Y coordinates 

are checked to see if they are within the defined area at this level. 

If they are not, the particle has by definition left the array and is 

not followed any further. If it remains within the boundaries of the 

area, the process is continued until the particle leaves the array or 

exits through the last defined area. At each level, various statistics 

about the particle are collected. 

These statistics include distribution of particle positions in 

hoth~ and Y views, distributions in incident angle, and path-length 

distributions between the present plane and the preceding plane. The 

latter is useful for arrays \vhere range information is important. 
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After all particles are run through the array, the total An and 

its statistical error creAQ) are calculated and printed out. The An is 

calculated by first forming the ratio, R, of the number of particles 

passing through to the total number of incident particles. AQ is then 

calculated by multiplying by a normalization constant, Norm. Norm is 

found by noting that if the array consisted of only one plane (of area 

a), then all incident particles would successfully traverse the array; 

i.e., R=l. The An of one plane is easy to calculate: 

Norm a7T (C.6) 

and 

A = a7TR (C.7) 

where a is the area of the first plane. 

The statistical error in An is found by noting that R has a 

binomial distribution; thus, 

creAn) cr(R)oa7T 1/2 [p(l-p)/N ] a o7T 
o 

(C.8) 

where N is the total number of particles generated and p is the proba
o 

bility of any particle making is through: 

p N/N 
o 

(C .9) 

where N is the number of particles which pass through the array. For 

R« 1 cr(R) (C.lO) 
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This shows that in order to increase the accuracy of M', more particles 

have to be run through the array; the fractional error decreases as 

l/~. 

After the total AQ and its error are printed, a running integral 

sum, which gives the distributions of An as a function of incident 

particle entrance angle is produced (see Fig. C.la). This is followed 

by the distribution of successful particles with entrance angle (see 

Fig. C.lb) and the calculated [Bodl distribution (see Fig. C.2). 

The program now proceeds to print out the distributions of 

particles at certain selected levels of the array (see Fig. C.3). Notice 

the shift of the distributions at the last level of the array between the 

high (Fig. C.3a) versus low (Fig. C.3b) momentum runs. This shows the 

bending action of the magnet. Finally, Fig. C.4 displays AQ of the 

ACRE II array as a function of momentum when the magnet is charged to 

100 amp. 
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17.19 

Figure C.l. An and total counts of successful particles as a function 
of entrance angle. 

(a) AS?,: P = 3.5 TeV Ic, 106 incident particles. Magnet 
current = 100 amp. 

(b) Total counts of successful particles. Same conditions 
as above. 
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Figure C.2. !B-dl distribution in KGauss-meters. 

Conditions as in Fig. C.l. 
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Figure C.3. Number of particles as a function of X that survived to 
reach the bottom level of the ACRE II array. 
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Conditions same as in Fig. C.l, except for (b) with P = 700 
MeV/c. Compare (b) with (a) and note the effect of the 
trajectory bending due to the magnetic field. 
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Figure C,4. AQ of the ACRE II array as a function of momentum. 

Magnet current = 100 amp, 106 original incident particles 
for each point. Error bars are statistical. 



APPENDIX D 

CHAMBER ALIGNMENT 

The section on sparks and tracks indicates how the position of a 

spark was found relative to its first fiducial. To convert this value 

to the coordinates of the array (the center of the magnet is at X=O,Y=O, 

where y=o is the axis of symmetry of the field), the appropriate trans

formation parameters JIlust be known. For the X (and Y) wands a simple 

constant equal to the X (or Y) coordinate of the first fiducial in the 

array coordinate system is all that is required. If XX is the distance 

of a spark from the first fiducial on an X wand and XFIDI is the X coordi

nate of that fiducial in the array coordinate system, then 

X XX + XFIDI (D.I) 

will give the position X of the spark in the array coordinate system. 

The Y transformation equation is similar. 

The U and V wands require more complicated treatment (Fig. D.I). 

They can produce X or Y values only in conjunction with the measured 

position of the spark from another wand. As an example, the XX position 

of a spark calculated from the information of a pair of sparks, one from 

a Y wand and one from a V wand, would be found by measured spark posi

tions from a particular wand (say the U wand of chamber 1). The momentum 

of each event would then be found and the X,Y position in chamber 1 of 

the fitted track with this momentum recorded. The coordinate of this 
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Figure D.l. Coordinate systems of the dual plane chambers showing the 
definitions of R, 8, Sv and SU. 
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track in the UU,VV coordinate frame would then be calculated from this 

X,Y information. The difference between the closest measured UU spark 

position on the U wand and the calculated UU coordinate of the fitted 

track in chamber I was then formed and plotted versus the UU position 

of the spark in a scatter plot. This calculated U position could be 

considered the "actual" position of the U spark and the best guess as 

to what the U wand should measure. With all the correct parameters the 

scatter plot should be a flat line centered on a difference between the 

measured UU and "actual" U values of zero. If the plot resulted in a 

flat line that was offset by a constant amount, then the assumed posi

tJ.on of the first fiducial, R, had to be modified by this amount. This 

process could be repeated for all the other wands and the appropriate 

positions of the first fiducials (S for the V wands, XFID1 for the X 

wands, and YFID1 for the Y wands) determined. These scatter plots were 

also useful in detecting other effects of the magnetic field. 

The polarity of the electric pulse from a wand depended on 

whether the current in a wire in the plane of that wand due to a spark 

caused a constriction or expansion in the magnetorestrictive wire. Which 

occurred depended upon the inherent direction of magnetizat~on in the 

magnetorestrictive wire. All the magnetorestrictive wires were initially 

1llagnetized to s.ome direction by "stroking" a small horseshoe magnet 

along the length of the wire with the small lDagnet having a known orien

tation, Problems occurred, though, with those wands close to the magnet 

since its fields could, if they were in the right direction, restroke 

the wands in the opposite direction. This would cause inverted pulses 

frOID the \'land and thus errors in the timing from the LeCroy 801 
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digitizers. This was easily corrected by reversing the leads of the 

pickup coils in the affected wands. What could not be corrected. how

ever, ''las ''lhen the field due to the superconducting magnet changed 

direction halfway down the wands. The effect of this reversal was to 

cause all the sparks after some point on the want to be inverted and 

this affected their timing in the LeCroy 801'5 (usually the 801 just 

triggered at some point later in the pulse than it would have if it 

were not inverted). This effect appeared in the scatter plot as a step 

in the line of points. Hal f the data up to some point on the wand would 

be centered at zero and the other half would be shifted up by some con

stant, Once seen 1 this was easily corrected by just subtracting this 

constant from all sparks on that part of the wand. 

A final effect seen in the scatter plots concerned the velocity 

of the constrictive (9r expansive) pulses in the magnetorestrictive 

wires. If the velocity of the spark was incorrectly calculated, the 

scatter plot. instead of being flat, would have a slope. This could 

happen due to the effects of the magnetic field or to the incorrect 

measure~ent of the fiducial separation. The solution to this problem 

was to vary the asswned fiducial separation until the scatter plot 

became flat again. 
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